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Health Center asks for funds to improve facilities
out-patient center. She added that
some of the building does not meet
health standards, and other rooms in
the center cannot be used in their
current conditions.
"There are several examination
rooms that we are unable to use
because they don't have doors on
them," she said. "As a result, patients often have to dress and undress
in the same room the physician is
examining them in."
Lloyd said this can be embarrassing to the patients.
According to Lloyd, what concerns

by Marcla 8loan

reporter
A proposal made last November
asking for funding to update the Student Health Center has yet to be
presented to the Board of Trustees,
according to Dr. Janice Lloyd, medical director of Student Health Services.
Lloyd said she has asked for approximately $180,000 for building improvements in order to update the
facility from an in-patient center to an

her the most are the poor conditions
for handicapped students. She said
there are no restroom facilities in the
center equipped for a disabled person,
and the slippery floors in the building
are hazardous to the handicapped as
welL
ADDED there are several
other items she has asked for, including a locked cabinet to keep dangerous drugs in, new chairs for the
physicians to replace the kitchen table chairs they use, and absorbent
carpets.

Lloyd said she was not told why the
proposal was not sent to the Trustees.
She added she is aware of the Current
Fund Balance for the Health Center
which has $900,000 to be used exclusively by the center.
George Postich, vice president of
Business Operations, said the proposal was one of two not sent to the
Trustees because "we wanted to know
for sure just what the status of the
University financial situation was before we sent all of the proposals on."
He said he is aware of the $500,000
balance, but it is to be used for "nor-

mal routine repair" and not for major
"I'm being very cautious in appropurchases.
priating any funds at this time bePostich said he, the University ar- cause it doesn't look like the state is
chitect Roland Engler and University going to be exceptionally generous to
President Dr. Paul Olscamp "broadly us," he said.
Olscamp also said be is aware of the
review the proposals before deciding
which ones will be sent to the Trust- current fund balance.
ees." Postich added, however, that a
"Normally it is not good to deplete a
proposal which is not sent to the budget beyond a certain extent and I
Trustees the first time it is reviewed haven't been told what the extent on
may be sent at a later time.
this budget is," he said.
Olscamp said he has not been to the
ACCORDING TO <
Health Center to review the requested
posal
win not be taken to the'
supplies but he intends to visit the
r
'until at least next fall."
center "in the near future."

House cuts request
for aid to El Salvador
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan's request for $80 million in
military aid to El Salvador was cut in
half by a House panel yesterday as he
readied a special plea to Congress and
the nation to rally behind his Central
America policy.
The 7-6 decision by the Appropriations subcommittee on foreign operations to slash the Salvador aid to $30
million followed a tie vote, 64, that
would have barred any decision at all
for 90 days. The compromise was
engineered by Chairman Clarence
Long, D-Md., who just returned from
El Salvador.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee already had settled on an identical cut
Meanwhile yesterday, the full Senate talked behind closed doors about
whether the administration is waging
a covert pampaign against Nicaragua. And Reagan promised to name a
special envoy for Central America,
whose duties will include masting
"the Salvadorans in their efforts to
find a basis for dialogue with their
opnonents."
Speculation centered on former
Democratic Sen. Richard Stone of
Florida as the choice for that post.

BC News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Under the stands

Aaron Kale, 6. watches the baseball game at Steller Field yesterday afternoon from underneath the bleachers. Aaron was
attending the game with his grandfather who chose to sit in the stands and enjoy yesterday's sunshine and warm temperatures.
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LONG SAID he supported the
scaled-down aid package after assurances that the new ambassador "will
be charged with advancing the peace
process" in El Salvador.
The Maryland Democrat also said
he was satisfied with promised steps
toward opening of Salvadoran prisons
to inspection by the International Red
Cross, freeing political prisoners and
undertaking a review of evidence in
the 1960 killings of four U.S. churchwomen in El Salvador.
Long acknowledged that "this is not
a perfect solution," but he said the
assurances represented substantial
progress "in view of the tortured
history of FJ Salvador."

After the vote approving the $30
million, the subcommittee released a
letter to Long from Secretary of State
George Shultz, in which Shultz said
"we favor a negotiating process
which would lead the way to a political solution through free and fair
elections."
'To advance this objective, the
president will soon be designating a
senior U.S. official of ambassadorial
rank to act as a special envoy to
Central American governments," the
secretary wrote.
SHULTZ SAID the envoy "will assist the Salvadorans in their efforts to
find a basis for dialogue with their
opponents on the trms and conditions
for free, fair and safe elections."
But he cautioned that the United
States "win not support negotiations
for power-sharing''- moves to bring
the Salvadoran guerrillas directly
into any new coalition regime without
an election.
The motion to defer a vote on the
military aid for up to 90 days was
offered by Rep. Matthew McHugh, DNY, who said that regarding the administration's policy toward El Salvador "we have had some constructive
statements but very Uttle concrete
action" toward a political settlement.
"I remain skeptical and I remain
unconvinced," he said.
Reagan himself will address a joint
session of Congress - and a nationwide broadcast audience - tonight to
ask support for his policies toward the
volatile region.
The closed Senate session lasted an
hour and 40 minutes. It was sought by
Sen. Christoher Dodd, D-Conn., who
has contended that the administration
is illegally using funds for covert
actions in Nicaragua. That nation has
been accused by the United States of
tunneling arms to rebels fighting the
Salvadoran regime.

jgested

Funds for needy companies desired

University offices have announced office hours for the time between the end
of spring semester and the beginning of summer term.
The Union wUl close at 2 p jn. Friday, May 5 and re-open Sunday, May 7 at
7:30 a.m. Hours wUl remain 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. The Falcon's Nest will be
open from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. until May 22.
The Bursar's office and the University Bookstore will be open from 7:3011:30 a.m. and from noon to 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday, and 7:3011:30 a.m. Friday. The Bookstore will extend Friday hours to 1 p.m. during
freshman preregistration (June 27-Julv 27).
The Student Recreation Center will be open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday and noon to 9 p.m. Saturday and Sunday from May 1 through
May 6. May 7 through 22 it win be open noon to 9 p.m. (break hours) all
week. It will be closed May 22-30 and will re-open for break hours from May
31 through June 1.
The Jerome Library wUl be open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
from May 9 to June 10 but will be closed on weekends and Memorial Day.
After June 10 it will be open from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 pjn. Monday through
Wednesday: 7:30 ajn. to 8 pjn. Thursday; 7:30 am to 5 p.m. Friday; 1-6
p.m. Saturday; and 5-0 pjn. Sunday.

COLUMBUS (AP) - State Treasurer Mary EUen Withrow wants the
Legislature to let her implement a
loan program to help employment.
It would authorize her to channel up
to $100 million in taxpayer funds
through lending institutions to companies which need cash to create or
preserve jobs.
Legislation for the program is sponsored by Sen. Steven Maurer, D-BotUns, and Rep. Rocco Cotonna, DBrookPark.
"The provision of capital at reasonable Interest rates to Ohio's small
businesses will act as a substantial
spur to economic growth," Maurer
said.

Food preferences reveal personality

Safe drivers, bikers to be rewarded

Standing in line with a shopping cart full of food or consuming a scrumptuous meal in a restaurant can reveal very specific personality characteristics, according to Frank Donnegan, author of "You Are What You Eat"
"Psychologically speaking, we are what we eat," Donnegan said in his
article in the June issue of Penthouse magatine.
According to the story, people who prefer sour, dry, crunchy and spicy
foods tend to be better educated and non-conformists while people with a
taste for sweet, bland, mushy foods have a strong need for love and
affection.
Donnegan, the author of the magazine's Psychographlc Self-Examination
Quiz, devised 12 questions to help the reader determine whether he or she is
a "hot tamale" or a "Caspar Milquetoast."

Weather
Partly cloudy today with temperatures reaching the high 70s to tow 60s.
Continued cloudy tonight with s low in the mid-Ms.
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by Jeff James
staff reporter

If, during tile month of May, a
Bowling Green city policeman stops
you, do not panic. He might not be
stopping you for something you did,
but for something you did not do.
Operation STOP (Sate Traffic Operators Program) win go into effect
next month. Through the cooperation
of city business organizations, over
290 merchandise coupons wffl be
awarded to drivers who are observed
by dty police for driving safely.
"We thought it would be a good idea
to give people something other than

He said it also is an effort to help
farmers obtain capital.
"High interest rates have been particularly hard on farmers. This bill
wUl provide low interest loans to
deserving farmers and help those
farmers stay on sound financial footing," Maurer said.
Colonna said, "We are making
available to small businesses the necessary cash flow that they need in
order to keep them going."
Maurer and Colonna said they expect hearings on the bill to begin next
month with a final vote anticipated
before June.
THE BILL would allow qualified

tickets,'
saidL^

patrolman Joe Schetzer

borrowers to obtain loans of up to four
years at interest rates about 3 percent
below what they would normally have

Lenders would have to agree to loan
the money to qualified borrowers at 3
percent below current market rates.

''When we have hard-pressed economic times in this state we have to
look at it and try to do something from
the government's standpoint, something that is responsible... to try to
help these businesses and try to promote jobs," Withrow said yesterday.

Farmers and small businesses
headquartered in Ohio and with fewer
than ISO employees could apply to the
financial institutions for loans. Borrowers would have to certify that a
reduced rate loan would be used only
to preserve or create jobs.

Under the linked deposits program,
the treasurer could use $100 million 10 percent of the state's investment
portfolio - to buy certificates of deposit at landing Institutions throughout the state.

By requiring the loans be made at 3
percent beknr market rates, the state
will earn less from its certificate
investment than it might otherwise.
But Withrow said that wUl be offset by
a boost in tax revenue.

DT THE DRIVER is awarded, be to be handed out," Schetzer said.
should expect to receive a gift packet "Only one certificate per driver win
with one "Good Driving Award" cer- be awarded and city employees are
The awards will be given to both tificate, an envelope containing a excluded from gift awards," he said.
drivers and bikers, picked at random, merchandise certificate and a parkSchetzer added be hopes this prowho are seen by police officers as ing meter token, Schetzer said.
gram wffl force patrolmen to be more
being courteous to ueuealiisiii) or
attentive to traffic and maybe come
other drivers, Schetzer said.
Each certificate issued to a good across more traffic violators.
driver is pre-numbered and that num"There may be one or two drivers
When an officer stops a courteous ber, when issued, wUl be placed into a who win complain about being
driver, be wUl advise him why he is container, making that person eligi- stopped," Schetzer said, "but we bebeing stepped. The officer will then ble for a top award. A drawing will be lieve most operators will be happy to
radio in the driver's social security held June 1 to determine the winner. be rewarded."
number. If the driver has a good The top award Is a $190 VS. Savings
Schetzer added be hopes operators
record, the officer wUl use his own Bond courtesy of the Huntington Na- wiU drive more safely than before if
discretion of whether the award will tional Bank.
they realize they may be rewarded for
be issued to the driver.
"We have a total of 290 gift packets it.
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Opinion poll shows
students unaware

A s an end-of-the-year project, we at the News attempted to
/Yconduct a scientific student opinion poll regarding President Olscamp's effectiveness during his first year in office.
We had planned to publish our findings in a story but our
results were not totally conclusive.
Instead of the usual "yes" and "no" responses to our
questions, we received vague responses from a number of
uninformed students, a dozen of which did not even know who
Dr. Paul Olscamp was.
We are not condemning these students for their lack of
knowledge regarding public affairs. In fact, we realize that
without our work at the News* we might also be as uninformed. But the fact remains, a significant number of
students did not know enough about the issues to formulate
logical opinions.
Although students may feel their input is not considered in
administrative decisions, and thus the need to be informed
does not exist, it disturbed us that the majority of the student
body were unaware of the situations which may affect their
future at the University.
We realize we don't always print everything our readers
wish to read, so at times, we question our effectiveness in
disseminating the news. But the burden is not totally ours.
We publish what we think students, faculty and the community need to know. Whether anyone reads what we print is out
of our hands, but know that you can have a say in the issues if
you first know what the issues are.

Rethinking of stance
in Middle East needed

Publicly, American officials must
react defiantly to the bombing of the
Beirut embassy. But in private, a
little reflection makes sense.

COMMENTARY
by Joseph Kraft

£1
For the bombing teaches in a horrible
way a subtle lesson that needs to be
more thoroughly assimilated Into the
American approach to both Lebanon
and the problem of the Palestinians.
The lesson is that clear-cut notions of
peace, security, sovereignty and borders bear only a loose relation to
conditions on the ground.
The starting point for analysis is a
devolution of politics throughout the
area that increasingly leaves the initiative in the hands of tiny minorities.
To reach the parties guilty of the
bombing requires passage through an
conflicting minority groups.
Lebanon, as everybody knows, is
divided between Christians, constituting about 40 percent of the population,
and the Moslem majority of roughly
60 percent The Christians are in turn
divided. President Amin Gemayel
leads a clan of Maronites based in the
region that runs along the coast from
Beirut north to their stronghold of
Junih. They are bitterly opposed by
another Christian clan based much
further north in Tripoli. Each seeks
allies against the other in the Moslem
population and the rest of the world.
The Moslems are even more
sharply split. The Sunnis, or orthodox
majority, branch is strong around
Beirut It has found allies with the
Sunni leaders of most Arabic countries, and with the Palestine Liberation Organization.
But Moslems of the Shiite sect also
live in Lebanon. Most of them are
baaed south of Beirut. They have been
hostile to the central government the
Sunni Moslems and the PLO.
tend to collaborate with the
forces, which now occupy their terriA tiny sliver of the Shiite population
lives behind the coastal range of
mountains in the Bekaa Valley
around the town of Baalbek. Cut off
from politics at the center, and under
the occupation of Syrian forces, they
have played host to the ideas of militant islam. They received a delegation sent to Lebanon from the
Ayatollah Khomeini of Iran, which is
the stronghold of the Shiite creed.
When I was in Beirut a month ago,
Ambassador Robert Dillon singled
oat the Shiite fundamentalists from
the Bekaa as the probable perpetrators of attacks against the Marines in
lbs multinational force guarding Beirut The preponderance of evidence,

including their own claim, fingers
them as the bombers of the embassy,
too.
Thus the bombing is not just the
work of a "bunch of jackasses," to use
Sen. Goldwater's typically careful
description. It reflects the breakdown
of Lebanese politics that gives important scope to minuscule religious enclaves.
A final resolution of the Lebanese
crisis, accordingly, has to be federal
in character. Reaching the goal must
be by slow stages, with the Lebanese
government consolidating its authority step by step. A big push for quick
Israeli and Syrian evacuation of Lebanon is not healthy. Rather, the need
is for a withdrawal schedule that is
relatively loose and expands over a
longish period of time.
It follows that withdrawal of foreign
troops from Lebanon should not Be
tied to resolution of the conflict between Israel and the Palestinian Arabs. For one thing, there is a need to
address the Palestinian problem before withdrawal from Lebanon has
been completed. In that context, it is
already widely recognized thai the
Palestinian portfolio should be removed from the jurisdiction of President Reagan's chief negotiator in
Lebanon, Ambassador Philip Habib.
The model of the Lebanese mosaic,
moreover, also describes conditions
in the two bits of territory - the West
Bank and Gaza - where most of the
Palestinian Arabs are concentrated.
A solution of their problems has to be
federal, too, and not only in the sense
explicitly proposed by President Reagan of a Palestinian homeland affiliated with Jordan.
A far deeper federation is ultimately required. It would provide for
cooperation among Israel, Jordan
and economic opportunities in Israel.
Sovereignty would be ambiguous and
borders porous.
little of this, to be sure, has to be
for right now. On the contrary, the
present is dominated by total confusion. King Hussein of Jordan has shut
the door on President Reagan's plan but not altogether. The PLO leader,
Yasser Arafat, is in deep trouble. The
Israeli prime minister. Menachem
Begin, is sunk in dejection. The Russians, though they have come back in
Syria, Iraq and the Persian Gulf,
seem unsure of themselves in general, and especially In Iran.
Total confusion argues the need for
a period of sorting out Readjustment
of the American stance on Lebanon
and the Palestinian problem is required. But only a small part of a
larger breathing spell, a general reassessment
Joseph /Craft is a columnist tor the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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U.S. imperialistic to Nicaragua
Americans have great difficulty
seeing themselves through other peoples' eyes - which is the prerequisite
of good diplomacy. We are_go_ob

COMMENTARY
by Gary Wills
x

"...
viously the good guys; bow could
anyone fail to see that? Yet both
Jefferson and Madison - at a time
when America's record was cleaner
than it has become since - said that
one should always ask, in foreign
dealings, whether America has been
unjust.
It should not be hard to guess what
Latin Americans think of the Reagan
administration. Ronald Reagan, after
all, was the man who said we bought
and built the Panama Canal, and
ought to keep it. All the worst images
of imperialist America were revived
for domestic political advantage in
that campaign.
Then, when Reagan came to power,
he brought with him a secretary of
state intent on "winning a quick one"
in El Salvador, and an ambassador to
the United Nations who extenuated
the murder of nuns so long as that was
indulged in by mere authoritarians
(i.e, non-communist tyrants). Tyranny is not what matters; just communism.
And now members of our own Congress, who drafted and passed the law
against intervention in Nicaragua,
say the administration is breaking
that law. Let us grant for argument's
sake, that we are not following an
imperialist course - even then, we
must see that it looks that way to
Latin America, and not only to our

putative enemies there. Our friends
tell us that we have that image.
Well, we don't care about other
peoples' opinion, just so long as we
stop the communist? But communism
is an opinion, and a counter-opinion is
the proper antidote for it Opinion,
Hume said, rules the world. Concretely, we strengthen the Sandinist regime if it is seen to be the victim of
our imperialism, just as we weaken
the Salvadoran regime to the extent
that it is perceived as the tool of our

guan guerrillas are not dying In their
country to protect our country from
the thought of reverses in a third
country. Some are veterans of the
Sfnyip regime itching to get back
into power. Others are soldiers of
fortune. Others are principled opponents of the Sandinistas - and some of
those, including the most prominent,
are appalled at the way we are muddying their waters, giving the Sandi-

nistas that useful weapon of anti^We lie to ourselves to get our way
against enemies, when our greatest
enemies are precisely the lies we tell
ourselves. It seems odd to think we
can suffer from mutiple simplisms,
but it is, paradoxical or not, true.
Gary Wills Is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.

Impart alt*1*1

We are in the ridiculous position of
saying that only one Idea counts on
the Latin American left-communism
- yet of saying we don't care what
idea other peoples have of us. Actually, of course, communist ideology is
lust one minor part of the motivations
behind leftist movements In Latin
America - indeed, in all the Third
World. Nationalism, anti-colonialism,
tribalism and racism (between Hispanics and blacks and Indians), religion, private and family vendettas,
Jockeying to get arms from Cuba (as
opposed to reading Lenin or believing
in Marx), ill-focused angers of hunger, regional pride - these elements
and more are all at play. By reducing
them to one, we betray our lack of
sympathy with the rest; our actions
become to as inexplicable to others as
we first made theirs become to us.
Our actions are perceived simplistically because our rationale is so patently simplistic a reading of many
forces at work.
Then, to crown it all, the administration pretends that it is not breaking
the law because our actions have only
one aim, to interdict arms movement
to El Salvador. Even if that were our
only motive, that would not be true of
the other people we are using. Nicara

Fellini's visions hint for American directors

less as judge than as interpreter and
guide, snowing how each of them fits
into Fellini's total vision of life as a
"road," his own life journey and
every man's.
In "La Strada," his first breakaway
from his early realism into the lyrical
and symbolic, Fellini dealt with innoby Max Lerner
cence and power. In "La Dolce Vita"
he explored the entanglements of a
MUiMiiiMMMUMMiBiil
Roman journalist with a sensual,
Richard Attenborough had an intense image-worshipping and decadent age.
In "81/2" he became the protagonvision and belief in his theme while
the Americans were mostly good ist as well as the creator, reviewing
his own life, his frantic activity and
technicians.
This bears on a new book about the his harem of women, stripping away
greatest living director - "Fellmfs level after level of illusion, fantasy
Road" by Donald Costello (Notre and reality, and ending with affirmaDame Press). Clearly the best of the tion and embrace of the given.
In "Juliet of the Spirits7" he uses his
books about him, it moved Fellini ever reluctant to praise - to give it the wife, Giuletta Massina, as the theme
tip of his sword, saying "Professor for a subject for an exploration of a
Costello has made me want to go and woman's life journey, as she seeks to
see some of the films he writes overcome her insecurities and finds
herself beset by the apparitions and
about."
Costello sits by the viewer as Felli- demons contending for her, and ends
ni's four major films unroll, acting knowing she doesn't need them anyAfter the Oscars we have some
reflecting to do on American directors
and their foreign rivals. "Gandhi"
ran away with the laurels because Sir

COMMENTARY

Black Swamp editor
'created' stuntman story
What Linda Perez wanted for her
story "Living the Life," published in
the April 18 edition of the Black
Swamp, was a Hunter Thompson-type
image. In other words - a crazy,
reckless derelict. She couldn't find it
in Ted Batchelor, so naturally she did
what any other "desperate for a good
story" reporter woud do - she created

future slanderous endeavors. Who
knows maybe if she's lucky - "The
National Enquirer?"
''" Susan Cocrlg.n
OCMB 10S3

Fire department quick
to answer Overman ahum

According to the fire department
log, they were first notified at 4:14
p.m. and arrived at Overman at 4:16
p.m. Lt Gerkins of Campus Safety
and Security reported they received
the call at 4:14 p.m. and were at the
scene at 4:14 p.m.
Mr. Rlnehart was correct in it being
fortunate that the fire was small. I
also, agree that the Overman staff
acted very professionally, however, I
feel Mr. Rlnehart owes tie Fire Division and Safety and Security an apology. If he wished to constructively
criticize any aspect of the fire it would
have to be why the phone system did
not function properly. I would be glad
to assist him In this problem.

In response to Mr. Rinehart's letter
in the April 15 issue of the BG Mews I
would like to set the record straight. It
is apparent that Mr. Rlnehart has
neglected to obtain the facts about the
April 13 fire at Overman Hall. He has
Smped to conclusions which resulted
insulting the very people who work
each day to protect him, the Bowling
Green Fire Division and Campus
Tom Bontloy
Safety and Security.
337 Kohl Hall
If be were not so bound at placing
blame, Mr. Rlnehart would have Harrassment controversy
found out that the fire alarms on missed essential question
campus are not directly tied into any
emergency office. The purpose of
Whatever happened to Freedom of
these alarms is building evacuation. Speech? I am no extravagant political
Secondly, the fire department cannot activist yet Freedom of Expression
respond if they are not notified.
certainly seems to be an issue that
I agree there was a problem in has been overlooked in the fray conreaching the fire department by cerning the tactics that were used by
phone, but it did not occur because the Sexual Harassment Task Force.
their phone was in use. The problem
Who remembers the letters in the
lies In the frequent Inability of the Personal section of the Classifieds
University phone system to switch which concerned the well-off Clevecalls from the campus to the dry. land couple who wished to adept a
Unfortunately this happened the day baby with no questions asked? There
of the fire. I knowTltried calling were even some spin-offs such as the
myself and finally had to reach the college male looking for a blonde cofire department through the operator. edTwWtthatfunT

What does she care if she discredits
this man and possibly jeopardizes his
future career, not to mention the fact
that she has humiliated him in front of
his professors and college peers, with
only two weeks left until graduation.
Perez's article is a cheap attempt at
Gorrzo-Journalsim at the expense of
someone's reputation.
Movie companies want someone
who is serious, level-headed and responsible. Which after knowing Ted
for the past four years, I can definitely say that he is. Perez conveniently fails to mention such "details"
as the fact that Ted has frequently
made the Dean's List during his college career.
The article Is filled with a variety of
journalistic atrocities. It contains flagrant misinterpretations and misquotations and is above all. grossly
misleading. She makes pot-shots at
blacks, Chicanes and handicapped
people, and uses disgusting language,
cleverly making it look like Ted said
it. After talking to Ted about the
article, I learned that she wasn't even
able to the get the facts straight in Jasper
reference to the Hollywood stuntmen.
Even a mere former Ugh school reporter such as myself knows the importance of getting one's facts
straight. But we're referring to the
editor of a college journalism magazine!
Ted la nof a suicidal, masochistic
nutcase as Peres depicts him. He Is
very serious about bis stantwork and
plans to make an honest profession
out of it. Perez makes no mention of
the well-planned fire stunt that Ted
successfully executed, and which we
both witnessed. And the little ditty
about drinking blood? An outright lie!
I wish Ms. Perez good luck In her

more because she has made her his own vision, which came through in
the script, acting and direction. Comchoice and found her true being.
What American director dares at- pared with it, even Spielberg's vision
tempt what Fellini has done, laying of a juvenile space visitor in "E.T."
his life bare, taking the risks of a was less authentic.
personal vision made public? Woody
It is true that Gandhi's adversary,
Allen, strongly influenced by Fellini,
comes to mind, but he plays it again the British Raj, was easier to cope
and again as comedy. Francis Ford with than Soviet expansionism and
Coppola plays it as conspiracy and ideology today, and that Attenboapocalypse, sticking to social and rough *s vision Is the wrong one for our
time. Yet its power will be felt.
political themes.
No one can question the power of
Fellini's mirrors and circuses, his
films. What the great novels and
dramas did In the past, in examining self searchings, his doubts and affirthe dilemmas and conduct of life, the mations of life, may not seem relefilms for better ui wuise do today. Taut to uui dlscuutents totiuy. Bat my
Geared to the lowest audience level, vote goes to themJThey fjtjn with*be
TV has pretty much given up on it, current life-journey revolution in our
reducing itself to political chatter, self-awareness. America and the
reporting of violence and disasters, West are making a collective life
journey too, and are beset by self
ana human trivia.
"Gandhi" owes its success to the doubts, apparitions and demons, and
fact that its theme of non-violence fits must reach to a self-affirmation.
into our climate of renunciation of
power and weaponry as evil. Attenbo- Max Lerner is a columnist for the Los
rough gave this theme the strength of Angeles Times Syndicate.

But I ask you, what is so funny
about buying and selling a human
life? Did any readers write in to voice
their opinion of such a horror? The
subject matter just seemed too far
removed from the lives of most cot
lege students.
And what about those articles on
rape? They sickened and embarrassed me. But rapes are a disheartening reality. Those articles Increase
awareness and get people talking and
thinking.
^^
In response to the Task Force articles, everyone seems to be getting on
a soap-box. But are they really listening to what the other has to say?
I am not condoning the methods
used to get the attention of the readers. I just hope this letter will encourage readers to look at the matter in a
different perspective.
AUe. R. Hlrt
451 Thuratln #201

RE8POND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
1M University Hall
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Girl challenges Chef Boyardee

Good musicians
not easy to get
by Mary Gibson
reporter

The process of getting a
performer or performers
to play here at the University is not as easy as it
might seem.
According to Ralph Gillespie, director of the Side
Door Entertainment Committee of the University
Activities Organization,
the first step is to look over
a list of aD persons who
have contacted UAO to
play at the University.
"Most people call "here,
we don't call them," Sam
Sillaman, a member of the
committee, said.
After this, it is taken to
the committee to see what
kind of response they feel
they would get from the
rest of the student body,
GUlespie said.
He said they often suggest a specific style of music and a certain number of
performers.
"Of course rock and roll
is going to draw a crowd
but what kind of rock and
roll?" he added.
After deciding on a performer, either the performer or an agent is
contacted to negotiate a
contract. This would include such things as hotel
accomodations, stage size,
lighting, length of sets and
amount of time on breaks,
GUlespie said.
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Pizza contest winner rolls in dough

HE ADDED they talk
over all arrangements before anything U set down,
and everything must be
approved by Tom Misuraca, UAO director.
After gaining approval,
the contract is sent out to
the committee. From there
It is sent to the business
office to get a check cut.
"If we have to cancel,
it's our obligation to notify
them (the performer) by
their last atop before they
play here " GUlespie said,
adding if the performer
has to cancel they should
give the committee as
much advance notice as
possible so they can seek a
replacement
Ruth Babel, director of
the Special Events committee, said her committee
foUows much the same
process.
"Special Events is
known as the wide-open,
'catch-aU' kind of committee," she said. "Hardly a
week goes by that some
agent doesn't call with this
act or that."
She said the committee
decides on something as a
whole and then contacts a
performer or an agent.
"Right now we cant do
anything we can't make a
profit on," she said, adding
this is the reason there wifl
be no exam cram this semester.

by Jane Schwarz
reporter

There are many contests
a person can enter from
writing jingles to saving a
number of box tops, but
you never seem to hear
about the winners. This is
what Marie Cisterino
thought until she entered
the Chef Boyardee 1963
Pizza Bowl Cook-Off.
Cisterino, senior journalism major, finished third
in the contest and brought
home 16,000 in total prizes.
"You never think anyone
wins those things," Cisterino said.
Cisterino saw the contest
on a box of pizza and decided to enter it.
"I thought it would
really be neat to win the
630,000 because graduating
from college I could really
use it but I just thought it
would be really neat to win
a trip. I never thought I'd
win.*
There were 10,000 people
who entered the contest
and 36 were chosen to go to
LOB Angeles for the finals,
Cisterino said. Each of the
28 represented an NFL
football team, she added.
Cisterino represented
the Cleveland Browns.
"YOU PUT down your
favorite team. I picked the
Cleveland Browns because
I dont really watch football, I'm usually working
on Sunday, but Cleveland

b) ■■■■■«"■"■■-»•»
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is close to here and my
father and brother are big
fans, so I chose the
Browns," she said.
Cisterino's pizza was
called "Pizza Quilt."
"I came up with the idea
of quilt because 1 wanted to
do something with a design
on it and my mother collects quilts. One day she
was showing me all of her
quilts and I thought that
would be an excellent idea,
to make it a pizza quilt - to
look like a patchwork
quilt," Cisterino said.
A pizza quilt is made so
every piece is different. It
has the sauce and the
cheese, then all the topEings are arranged on top
) make the patchwork design.
"I thought it would be
really neat if you used a lot
of different ingredients on
it because if you've ever
been out with friends and
you're all going to order
one pizza together, nobody
can decide what they want
on it," she said.
"PLUS, considering the
theme of the whole competition was the NFL pizza
cook-off, and I thought it
would be ideal to have a
pizza that had ten different
toppings, if you're going to
have a party you have ten
different slices to choose
from."
Each of the contestants
won a four-day, three-night
air trip to Los Angeles,
California, Cisterino said.

They stayed at the Hyatt
Regency in downtown
L.A., and were allowed to
bring the guest of their
choice, she added. Cisterino took her fiance, and
they left April 16.
One of the days they
were able to go to Disneyland, the only sightseeing
they did, Cisterino said.
"They also gave me a
check for $150 spending
money. They paid for just
about everything," Cisterino said.
Once in L.A. though, Cisterino ran into some trouble.
"I had never made my
redpe and I lost the recipe,
it got thrown away. So
when I found out I was in
the competition I was in
trouble. I had no idea what
I had on my pizza," Cisterino said.
"I PRACTICED it a
number of times and tried
to remember what I had on
it, but it wasn't until I got
out there that I realized
that I had been using too
much of some things in
creating my pattern, she
said.
"I got up at 6 a.m. Monday and redrew the whole
pattern out for the pizza
and eventually I followed
that, and had a picture of it
the whole time, Cisterino
said.
Professional football
player Joe Thiesman was
there to hand out the
awards. Cisterino said.

BC News photo/Tim Tobln
Marie Cisterino. senior journalism major, holds up the official sign from the
Chef Boyardee 1983 Pizza Bowl Cook-Off contest in which she won third
place and $6,000 in prize money.
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would like to congratulate their
1983-84 Officers:
President
Vice President
Program Director.
Secretary
Treasurer

Ed Hoge
Fritz Caskey
Paul Hinds
Cindy Horner
Cheri Bitter
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And Thanks to those who gave
their time and ideas for a successful
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Northeast
pollutants
damaging

Runner wears clerical collar

Pastor races in Boston Marathon
by J. Douglas Qurnlck
reporter
^^

Long distance running Is
seen by some as ■ religious
experience, When a member of the cloth is a dedicated runner, the sport
takes on a entirely new
dimension.
Rev. Joseph McAuliff e of
the Charts Community
Church of Bowling Green,
has been a marathon runner for the last two years.
McAuliffe's most recent
race was the Boston Marathon last Monday.
McAuliffe has run the
Boston race for the last two
years. He bettered last

years time by nine minutes, bringing his time for
the 26.2 mile race down to
three hours and 41 minutes.
"To experience the Boston race is really something. It has an incredible
festive atmosphere,"
McAuliffe said. "There are
over a million people there
that line the streets and
cheer you on. There is a
tremendous sense of comraderie."
McAuliffe, 32, has been
running since his high
school days, but gave it up
in college. He found it necessary to get back into
running to lose some

weight he acquired during
his "lazy years."
"I SAW running as the
best exercise to fit in to my
working day. They can be
pretty hectic at times," be
said.
A typical day for the
reverend can run from
sunrise to after midnight.
He said he feels it is important to be available to the
members of bis parish if
any emergency comes up.
"People need to know
someone is there to listen,
that type of reinforcement
is always necessary,"
McAuliffe said.

Running is also a means
of finding necessary solitude in his life. Through
this time alone McAuliffe
works out many "business
functions" in his head.
"When I'm out running I
find it is a great time to
prepare sermons, work out
Ideas for business articles,
and just collect my
thoughts. But at times it
can be really boring,"
McAuliffe said.
The Boston Marathon is
also the scene for the
McAuliffe family reunion.
For this year's race,
McAuliffe's parents flew in
from Syracuse to support

him and his brother Tom,
who lives in Boston, when
they ran the race.
"My brother Terry is
also s runner but couldn't
make this year's race. He
had his law exams at
Georgetown," McAuliffe
said. "My brother Tom
bad his law exams also,
but he gets too caught up in
the spirit of the marathon
to miss it"
McAuliffe hopes to participate in next year's marathon.
"If I do I will take my
training a little more seriously/' McAuliffe said,
"that way Heartbreak Hill
won't be so taxing for me."

Consumers cheer utilities bill
COLUMBUS (AP) More than 100 consumers
packed a Senate hearing
yesterday, cheering as
speakers urged passage of
a bill that would bar utilities from charging customers for unfinished power
plants.
The bill sponsored by
Sen. Michael Schwarzwalder, D-Columbus,
would prohibit utilities
from passing on costs of
construction work in pro-

BG Mews photo/Tim Tobln
Rev. Joseph McAuliffe, of the Charis Community Church in Bowling Green, finds solace In long
distance running.
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gress, commonly known as
"CWIP." Currently, utilities can get permission to
pass on those costs if
plants are at least 75 percent complete.
Most of those who
crowded the hearing room
to support the bill before
the Senate Judiciary Committee wore yellow paper
badges that read, ''Whip
CWIP." Two members of
the audience interrupted
the testimony of Cleveland
City Councilman Jay Westbrook to present whips to
committee members.
Members of the Ohio
Public Interest Campaign
offered petitions they said
contained more than 100,000 signatures in support of
Bill Callahan, energy
program director for

UnOSrgrsdusls Sludeni Government

OPIC, said his group opposes the CWIP allowance
because it forces consumers to bear the costs of
plants from which they
may never benefit.
"IT SKIPS lightly over a
number of important facts
about people - that we
move, die. switch fuels, go
to live with our children
and do other unpredictable
things in predictably large
numbers, he said.
Callahan said utility
stockholders - not customers - should bear the costs
of construction before
plants are actually brought
online.
"Uncertainty equals
risk, and risk is supposed
to be what investors get
rewarded for taking," he
said.

Utility companies have
argued that forcing them
to postpone collection of
construction costs will ultimately mean higher bills
for consumers because of
increased borrowing.
But Consumers' Counsel
William Spratley disagreed and said CWIP encouraged utilities to
mismanage construction
projects and assume risks
they might not otherwise
undertake.
"Construction work has
been costly," he said. "It
has not been in the interests of consumers, and I
would argue in many cases
it has not been in the interests of the companies."
SPRATLEY POINTED
to the Zimmer Nuclear
Power Plant at Moscow,

Ohio, as a prime example
of how utility customers
can be billed tor construction costs without any assurances of when - or if they will see the results.
He said Zimmer construction costs were included in utility rate bases
as early as December 1979,
although Cincinnati Gas
and Electric officials have
said they do not know when
the plant will begin service. All safety-related construction work at Zimmer
has been stopped since November on orders of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
''Recent events even
raise the question of
whether the punt will ever
be placed into service,"
Spratley said.
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CALL THE USG OFFICE AT 2-0324
BETWEEN 11.00 AM - 3:00 PM.

352-4497
352-9814
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Applications available:
106 University Hall

Deadline:
Tues., May 3, 5 pm

WEDNESDAY DELIVERY SPECIAL

ANY SUB AND SMALL
SALAD
only $3.25
(except Superduper Steak)
No minimum order necessary
25* Delivery Charge
offer good 4pm-lam
Delivery starts daily at 4pm
Open Sunday-Thursday 10am-lam
Fri-Sat 10am-3am
Our whole wheat & white buns

If you're 16 or over you can rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a one-way
(rent it-here, leave- It-there) trip to another city.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of the semester.
With a truck you can take along you stereo. 10 speed, clothes, all your stuff,
and still have plenty of room for one or two other oeoole and then thinas.
so vou can share the costs. Compare that to a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
Rentjrom the best-maintained, most dependable fleet In the world- Ryder.
. The best truck money can rant.

Local Rental Locations:
25950 N. Dixie Hwy.

Perrysburg
PHONE:a,74-OS57
'< ]—-\*
•BlttrtGiriTHiS
&L
X1
ADVEimSEMEm AND RECEIVE
■y*~*l PV.
A 10% DISCOUNT Oli YOUR
„ TRUCK RENTAL
omaexnau
May 31, 1983

Cowling said there is no
question mat much of New
England's add rain is
caused by pollutants from
outside the region.
"The Northeast can't
control its add rain," he
said. "You have to control
it over a large area."
Michael Oppenheimer of
the Environmental Defense Fund said the millions of tons of sulfur
dioxide emitted by Ohio
plants dwarfs the sulfur
dioxide output of New
Hampshire, where <fcid
rain has become an and
political issue.
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•A LARGE VARIETY OF HOUSING
•SOME HAVE FREE AIR CONDITIONING
•SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE

Royal Prestige seeking
students to supplement
workforce!

DON'T WAIT TOO LONG
OUR APARTMENTS ARE GOING FAST!

— FULL TIME
EMPLOYMENT -~
For further information:
Call 352-0946
Tues. April 26
Weds. April 27
Thur. April 28

from 9 am to 1 pm

Ask for Mr. Martin for
on campus interview

College Seniors A Graduates
ffCoOt

COMPLETE
LIVING PACKAGI
STUDENT APARTMENTS
FREE Laundry service
FREE Movie Channel
FREE Weekly maid service $ DISCOUNTS: Motel/Restaurant
FREE Carpet shampooing INTEREST PAID: Security Deposit*
This is the ultimate in off-campus housing.
Thv it a limited time offer: Ends at noon, Saturday, April 30th.
Jt is good on our four student, nine month leases only.

ACT NOW

103 N. Prospect at Wooster
PHONE: 3M 1810

"Short range transmission (of pollutants) is very
important," he said.
He said there is much
that is not known about the
causes and effects of acid
rain. The theory of longrange transport of pollutants on winds blowing
eastward across the continent has not been proven,
Cowling said.

LOW SUMMER RENTALS

352-5620

RENT A
RYDER TRUCK

Speaking at an add rain
forum on Capitol Hill, Cowling showed charts which
he said indicated that "the
effects of add deposition
are greatest in areas of
high (pollutant) emissions.
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NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

Movin'out?

Midwest utility plants
have been blamed by
many people In the Northeast for acid rain they say
is damaging lakes and
woodlands in their area.
Sulfur dioxide rising into
the atmosphere from utility smokestacks is said to
cause acidic rainfall hundreds of miles away.

"You could shut off all
the sulfur dioxide sources
from Pennsylvania east
and not achieve a SO percent reduction" in what
comes down in add rain in
New England, Oppenheimer said.

Is now accepting applications for

SUMMER EDITORIAL POSITIONS

rafME

WASHINGTON (AP) There is a "growing consensus" that polluting
sources in the northeast
part of the United States
contribute significantly to
the acid rain problem in
the region, North Carolina
State University researcher Ellis Cowling
said yesterday.

Your friends will envy the extra money and time you will have
while our staff pampers you with these services and amenities.
FALCON PLAZA. 121 State Street
(next to SamB's). Owned and managed
by BEST WESTERN Falcon Plaza
Motel, across from Harshman dorm. '
Phone 862-4671 or 362-1800.
WHERE PRIDE IN SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
■aft I
ItC**!

Aim High
The Air Force has
the following positions
available:

NAVIGATOR -Any tour year
degree...Ages 18 to 26.
METEOROLOGIST-Four year
degree with calculus ft
physics/physics lab.
ENGINEER-Junior. Senior
or Graduate Aeronautical.
Astronautical. Aerospace or
Electrical Engineering Major
You've put a lot of effort into earning
your college degree. Now it's time
tor that degree to do something for you. It can open
the door to one of the finest opportunities available
to college graduates—Air Force Officer Training
School. Completing this three month course can put
you into executive positions right away
If you're looking for a career that offers an excellent
Stirling salary, job security, complete dental and
medical care, 20 year retirement—Aim High—Aim
lor the US Air Force (R<?TC info available ) For moie
information call (collect)
TSgt Gary Wlnebrenner
280 S Main St.. Room 102
Bowling Green. OH 43402, (419) 352-5138
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Cave rescue successful
MOUNT VERNON, Ky.
(AP) - Eight spelunkers
trapped by high water for
three days were rescued
yesterday from a remote
cave where they huddled
together for warmth,
cracked Jokes and made up
songs while waiting for
help.
After it ended, one of the
leaders wondered whether
they should have entered
the Rockcastle County
cave in the first place.

which included pumping
water from the cave and
sending In divers from as
far away as Bloomington,
Ind., for the search.
Hissong said there waa
an air of uncertainty because it was some time
before they knew anyone
was outside.
"Until we discovered the
pump noise and the diver's
line, we didn't know what
was going on. There could
have been no one out there
for all we knew."
But Hiasong said be
never seriously questioned
whether they would be rescued, adding "the system
works. We had a lot of
friends out here."
Mark Rocklin conceded
there was some fear of
death early in the ordeal,
which he attributed to the
group's uncertainty about
whether its plight was
known.

Jack Hiasong said the
decision to enter the cave
Saturday morning during a
rainstorm was a
"judgment call."
"You've got to question
that decision," Hissong
said when asked whether it
had been prudent "If I
knew the water would
come up that suddenly, it
would have been foolish to
goto."The spelunkers from
Cincinnati, all of them experienced and some of
them familiar with the
cave, were trapped when
rain raised the water level,
closingtbe entrance to the
cave. They spent 72 hours
about 1,800 feet below
ground before emerging
yesterday shortly before
All declared themselves
in good health despite the
damp, cold weather they
endured.
THEIR DISAPPEARANCE touched off an effort

They also told jokes and
made up songs to help pass
the time.
Gary Bush, the other coleader, said that at one
point the group composed
a sonsr to the familiar "Hee
Haw' refrain, "Where, oh,
where are you tonight?"
But the spelunkers' version ended: "We searched
the stream over, we
thought we found true
friends, but you left a dive
line and pffft! you were
gone."
The biggest problem after the second day "was
the exhaustion setting in,"
Rocklin said. "I didn't
really sleep but about two
hours."
Hissong said the group
waa surveying the main
paasage of the cave and
had reached its back wall,
ltt miles from the entrance.
Upon returning, the
team found that water
blocked a low passage near
the entrance.
"We knew we had to get
back to high and dry
ground and get our cache
(of provisions)," Hissong
said.
THE GROUP ultimately
took refuge on a familiar
ledge 1,800 feet from the
entrance. That was where
divers found them late
Monday.
The rescue, however, required hours of pumping
enough water from the
cave to give the spelunkers
breathing space in the low
passage.

However, he said, fear of
dying soon gave way to the
more immediate concern
of staying warm in the
cave's 53-degree temperature.
"I literally shook for 48
to 50 hours," Rocklin said.
"We were getting cold, a
little bit hypothermic. A lot
of it probably waa nerves,
not Knowing what waa
going on outside."
THE SPELUNKERS
huddled for warmth,
nibbled on luncheon meat
and wrapped themselves
in plastic bags to conserve
heat, Rocklin said.

There had been an air of
confidence throughout the
ordeal and when the spelunkers emerged, the celebration was reserved.
Many of the spelunkers
ate a meal and were on
their way back to Cincinnati within two hours after
their escape.
While he spoke with reporters, Rocklin's wife,
Deniae, embraced him
with her right arm. Earlier, Mrs. Rocklin stated
emphatically that she did
not share her husband's
enthusiasm for spelunking
and never had a desire to
go underground.
She glanced heavenward
in mild exasperation when
a reporter asked Rocklin if
he would ever re-enter the
notorious cave on Rockcastle County's Crooked
Creek.
Rocklin laughed nervously, then said, "Yeah.
It's too interesting a
cave."
Others in the party were
Mary Gratsch, Jacques
Ramey, John Wisher and
Jeff Gardner.
Bush and Hissong had 40
years of caving experience
between them and had
been in that particular
cave before.
Hissong's wife, Sandra,
said she was not surprised
at the almost casual attitude of the rescued cavers.
"They're a pretty tough
bunch," she said. "Cavers,
they try to think of everything. They also know how
to get up high and wait it
out."
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Car factory dedicated
MARYSVILLE, Ohio
(AP) - The factory producing the first Japanese cars
built on VS. soU was officially dedicated yesterday.
Gov. Richard Celeste,
Democrat, and former
Gov. James Rhodes, the
Republican whose administration offered tax abatements and promised
highway improvements to
Sit Honda to locate in
bio, were among the
guests. So was Yoshio Okawara, Japanese ambassador to the United States.
Absent, however, were
members of the news media, who were barred from
the dedication at Honda's
order. Reporters and photographers toured the 23acre plant Monday in the
first visit by a large group
of outsiders since the plant
began producing Honda
Accord models Nov. 1,
1962.
The plant, on the same
site as a plant that began
producing motorcycles in
1979, is 6 miles from
Marysville, which is 30
miles northwest of Columbus.
"This newly completed,
now increasingly operational Honda plant brings to-

gether Japan and the faith in our products," he
"In the fall of 1171, the
heartland of the United said. "This is apparent Brat Honda motorcycle
States In a clearly exciting from the many favorable made in America by Amerpartnership to get our peo- comments about our prod- leans came off the aaeenvple back to work," Celeste ucts received from our bly lines," he said.
said. Celeste also thanked dealers and customers,
"Since then, the quality
Rhodes for his part in and we are grateful"
of our motorcycles probringing Honda to the
Honda of America Mfg. duced hen has met comarea. "This great day is a Inc. is a consolidated sub- plete satisfaction of
result of the attention of a sidiary of American Honda customers, not only in the
man who never lost his Motor Co. Inc., Gardena, United States but alao in
enthusiasm for Ohio," Ce- Calif., itself an overseas many oner parts of the
leste said.
subsidiary of Honda Motor world. This enabled us to
HONDA PLANS to pro- Co.. Ltd.
decide on building the auduce as many as 600
tomobile plant with confiAccords a day next year
KIYOSHI KAWA- dence."
when the plant reaches full SHJMA, the president of
The motorcycle and auproduction. Officials said Honda Motor Co., said he tomobile plants laproaont
Monday they hope the was pleased with the qual- a $285 tnflUfln Investment
plant will fill the demand ity of product made in from earnings off earlier
For Accords east of the Ohio.
Honda sales in the VS.
Mississippi River.
In remarks prepared for
Two bedroom. unturniihod-$300/mo. I yoor (MM
delivery to the dedication
OSS/mo. 9 mo. tar*
ceremonies, Kazuo Naka(WWoW boiwoon oil of You I)
gawa, president of Honda
Summor Rolo: '300 enliro mmmorl
of America Mfg., Inc..
Llko. oe-for 1*111
praised the cooperation of
Co* 352-4380 oher 10 o m 352-7361 ah* 3 p.m.
state and local officials.
Sunday 'hrowgh Friday
He also praised the qualIt's totally owiiomi for-eurrlll
ity and attitude of the emMid Am Manor Third ond Four* Sn
are on oporiii<nu with on neat
Koyees, who are referred
vMMr ond cooking art FWIII
as "associates" and
EACH equipped with aorbaoj dUpuiul
or condrrioning. cable hook-up and
must wear white coveralls
toil or Moiooe'M
and green-and-white
Honda caps.
"I have no doubt that
customers will appreciate
our enthusiasm and good

Learn More About

Send
Your Favorite
Graduate
Special
Congratulations
in a
BG News
GRADUATION
SCROLL
in BLUE
Fit, April 29th Edition
HURRY! Limited Number Available!

AAUW
American Association
of University Women
and its Fellowship Program
Thurs., April 28, 8p.m.
11th Floor Offenhauer West
Speaker: Dr. Marilyn Motz
"The Female Family in 19th
Century Mid West America"
-OPEN-TO-ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
• I • Refreshments Served

•FULLY FURNISHED EFFICIENCIES
INCLUDING A/C & CABLE TV
(Tenant pays elec. only)
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•STARTING AT $200 MONTHLY
•SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
AVAILABLE
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 352-5435

FALL 1983
Greenbriar North

1 Bedroom Furnished
and Unfurnished
From $175.00/ month <£ iltctric

Efficiencies Furnished
and Unfurnished
From $150.00 /month
Call us at 352-0717

Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)
PREPARE FOR:

MCAT-DAT-LSAT-GMAT-GRE
GRE PSYCHE-GRE BIO-OCAT
VAT-MAT-SSAT-PSAT
SAT-ACtKVBrlMTS-ACT
TtER'MSKP-NMBI.I.H
EOTHG-FLEX-VQE RNBDS
ND6IJ

CM*

Flcubl* Program* a Hours

Visit Any Canter And Saa For Youmh
Why W» Maka Tfw OWaranca
3500 SECOR RD SUITE 201
TOLEDO. OHIO
538-3701

£«pfe8

HAVE ANY
UNIQUE TALENTS?
interested in fetching?

SIGMA CHI, STROH'S AND U.S.
TOBACCO CO. PRESENT

BEER BLAST FINALE
OF THE YEAR
INCLUDES:

UA0 is IMICHIS f.r
■UlMotlff rtf
Maw-Cwrm. Any
Wtrtttiwj ttfie it
MIOMM. It'J • fin
way to t«t iMtwfw arW
MMy it rka tflM timf

25 KEGS
DOOR PRIZES
AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FROM "Ham ram AH TK nmur

tOUCATIOHAL

conn

Calf -tMJ
fcri

Outside NY. Stile Only CM.L TOIL FREE: 100 223 1712
Centers in Major US Croei.Puerto Rico and Toronto, C«Md.

SAT. APRIL 30
8-12 PM
N.E. COMMONS
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Accident possible Former EPA official charged
TOLEDO (AP) - The author of "The China Syndrome," a fictional
account that resembled the
later accident at the Three
Mile Island nuclear power
plant, says another serious
atomic incident is "waiting
in the wings."
Screenplay author Mike
Gray, at a news conference
yesterday sponsored by
the Toledo Coalition for
Safe Energy, said a 1977
accident at the DavisBesse Nuclear Power Station near Port Clinton,
Ohio, paralleled the Three
Mile Island incident.
Had the operators of the
Three Mile Island known
about the Davis-Besse
problem after it developed,
Gray alleged, the nation's
worst commercial nuclear
accident could probably
have been avoided.
Gray was appearing to
promote his book, "The

Warning: Accident At Gray said. "I have the
Three Mile Island." He definite opinion that the
said the Nuclear Regula- next accident is waiting in
tory Commission, the the wings," he said.
agency charged with overIn a 1961 lawsuit, the
seeing the industry, has owners of the Three Mile
not learned much from Island said the governThree Mile Island.
ment was negligent in its
The NRC "is as good as failure to point out to the
you could expect. Why industry the cause of a
should we imagine it is an similar but less serious
infallible organization? It incident at Davis-Besse in
was crazy of us to assume 1977.
that we had this master
Although the same comrace of technicians who pany built the TMI and the
had the industry under Davis-Besse reactors, the
their thumb."
lawsuit said, the NRC
GRAY SAID it is only a "failed to warn licensees of
matter of time until a se- the need for... corrective
vere nuclear accident procedures."
takes place at one of the
Mechanical errors and
more than 70 nuclear human failure resulted in
power stations operating in the overheating of the TMI
the United States.
reactor core. An NRC inSuch accidents are "to- vestigation said the core
tally unpredictable" be- came to within 30 to 60
cause they are minutes of a "meltdown,"
combinations of equipment the same Dlot as in the
failure and human error, "China Syndrome."

Pre
Registration
Are you going to be in Bowling Green

this summer?
Do you need something exciting to do?

BE A PRE-REG
June27-July22
Opportunities include:

VOLUNTEER
• Greeting New Students

• Giving Tours
i • Leading Discussion
Sign up by May 6 in 405 Student Services

f.

WASHINGTON (AP) The House Energy and
Commerce Committee
voted unanimously yesterday to cite former Environmental Protection
Agency official Rita Lavelle for contempt of Congress for defying
subpoenas to testify before
the panel about alleged
EPA mismanagement.
The vote sends the contempt citation to the House
floor. A vote there to cite
LaveUe could result in

tempt is a misdemeanor
punishable by a $1,000 fine
and up to a year in Jail.
Rep. John Dingell, DMich., the committee's
chairman, said he would
be willing to drop the action if Lavelle appears and
cooperates with congressional investigators. But
he urged her to "move
promptly," saying the
House would vote on the
resolution "in the very
near future."
Lavelle's attorney,

MIAMI (AP)-U.S. drug
agents speak soberly of
Veronica Rivera de Vargas, Martha Libia Cardona
de Gaviria, and Marta Ospina - three Colombian
crime queens, matriarchs
of rival Latin American
gangs they say have smuggled billions of dollars of
narcotics into the United
States.
"They are the black widows. And like the spiders,
the female of the species
can be especially deadly,"
one Drug Enforcement Administration intelligence
agent sent to Columbia to
survey illegal drug rings,
says.
Rivera de Vargas. 39,
toured the streets of Bogota in her BMW, sandwiched between two
Mercedes packed with
bodyguards. She owned an
ice cream parlor and crystal shop in a fashionable
capital mall and garlanded
her wrists with emeralds
and gold.

At the same time, she
was masterminding the
importation of cocaine,
worth as much as $3 billion, past Customs inspectors at airports in the
United Stales, federal
agents say, and running
drug factories on a network of fincas, or farms,
where cocaine paste from
Peru was transformed into
exportable white gold.
"SHE WAS true royalty," the DEA intelligence agent says, who
spoke only on condition her
name not be used. "Not
that she's high class. She
survives because she has
jungle agility. And because
she is ruthless to her enemies."
The DEA suspects Rivera de Vargas' eight brothers ana sisters of
complicity in narcotics
smuggling, along with 88
other members of her extended crime family. She
is so cold-blooded, the Bo-

INDIAN RIVER ARTS.

REAL ESTATE

Special Summer Rates

EVERYONE
'
Now leasing for summer and fall

4th & Elm St.

•'Exquisitely designed
• 2 bdrm. loft apt.
• Valted ceilings
• 2-car garage
• Lots of space
• Ultra-large balconies
• Laundry facilities
$560.00 & elec. per month
Call 352-4380,10-3, Sunday-Thursday
or 352-7361,3-7, Monday-Friday.

Reasonable Rates!
Call us now for your housing needs
319 E. Wooster
354-2260 or 352-6553
(close to campus)

APPL CATIONS FOR

Her firing sparked much
of the congressional investigation into alleged mismanagement and political
manipulation of the fund, a
probe that ultimately involved five House subcommittees and one Senate
committee.
Since her firing, she has
appeared voluntarily before the Senate Environment Committee and the
House Public Works and
Transportation investigations subcommittee.

Top narcotic matriarchs reviewed

J0HNNEWL0VE
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
SOMETHING TO PLEASE

James Bierbower, said afThe committee vote
ter the committee vote that came after the former
his client wants to cooper- EPA assistant administraate, but has been ham- tor twice defied subpoenas
Kred because she has to appear before the panen in California Job- el's investigations subcomhunting.
mittee.
Lavelle was in charge ot
BIERBOWER wrote a the $1.6 billion "superletter to the committee fund" toxic waste cleanup
Monday urging the panel program. She was fired by
to "reconsider" the President Reagan Feb. 7
planned vote, but Dingell after she refused a request
said there had been no real by then-EPA Administraeffort to make Lavelle tor Anne McGill Burford
available.
that she resign.

i

livian daily El Tiempo
said, she gave a death
squad orders to liquidate
the leader of a rival cocaine clan, then to kill his
parents-in-law.
Her fatal flaw, the DEA
agent said, may have been
that ruthlessness. "She became a social threat.
Rivera de Vargas now
resides in a Bogota jail.
She was arrested Feb. 11
on charges of cocaine
smuggling at her finca 200
miles south of Bogota with
14 associates, including
two members of the Colombian national police,
DEA spokesman Brent
Eaton, said.
Agents seized six weapons, including two machine
guns, and 290 pounds of
cocaine valued at $8.6 million. It was destined for
Miami. Rivera de Vargas
waved a Florida driver's
license, and told police
they had nabbed the wrong
woman - to no avail.
"SHE SEEMED to have
a lot of influence in the
past," Eaton said. "But
she became so big and
violent, I think the Colombian government could no
longer tolerate her."
Earlier this year, U.S.
agents thought they had
snared Martha Libia Cardona de Gaviria, 36, the
nation's No. 1 female drug
fugitive and suspected 100kilo-a-month cocaine mer-

chant.
Tipped by an informant,
they surrounded an expensive Miami restaurant and
broke in on a baby shower
to haul away one of the
participants.
Police were elated over
the arrest of the woman
they called the "cocaine
matriarch." But a day
later in federal court, fingerprints proved the
women jailed was not Cardona, but I ilia Reyes, another alien wanted on
cocaine conspiracy
charges.
Cardona had been arrested on drug and weapons charges m Miami In
1960, then skipped town
and forfeited $1 million
bond.

she's splitting her loads
between Miami and Los
Angeles," Metro-Dade Organized Crime Sgt. William Rider said. "She's
survived because she's
stuck with mostly family
members. Her brothers
and sisters are her lieutenants."
Authorities suspect the
mother of four enters and
exits the United States at
will, using a covey of
aliases and bogus passports and visas manufactured by a Bogota forger
named "Picasso." Meanwhile, an army of her
"mules," or couriers,
carry $80 million a month
in cocaine stuffed in girdles or balloons inside
their stomachs across
American borders.
Ospina, 55, was first arrested in February 1980 in
New York on cocaine-conspiracy charges, then released. Informants later
told DEA the woman was
shipping cocaine-stuffed
suitcases from Bogota to
Miami, and assembling a
62-member family along
with her husband, Fernando Correa.

SHE WAS last seen by
U.S. informants in a Mexico City restaurant. She
now lives openly in Colombia despite being wanted
on drug and weapons
charges there, federal
agents say, and fears kidnapping or rivals' assassination plots more than
police.
Already, two of her sisters have been shot to
death, and a longtime
The Ospina family built
lover, Luis Carlos Gaviria,
was gunned down in a New covert airstrips in northYork hotel in 1977 during western Colombian,
what police say was a drug according to American intelligence, and has
deal that went sour.
"Her operation's even branched out into maribigger now. We believe juana.

g.v.v.v.v
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CONGRA TULA TIONS
June Remley

for being chosen as the Summer Editor of the
BG NEWS
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Friday is coming

University Village
NOW LEASING
• Close to campus, banks and fast food
OFFICE HOURS:
• Dependable maintenance
Mon-Fri 9-5
ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid for
Sat 9-12
Tenant pays electric only
PHONE
-Summer rates available
352-0164

*
*

<fi

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN
AMHERST VILLAGE BEHIND WENDY'S

Executive Cabinet
positions are now available:

* Academic Affairs Coordinator
* National State and Community
Affairs Coordinator
* Ohio Student Association
Coordinator
* Public Relations Coordinator
* Student Welfare Coordinator
* Treasurer
* Pick up your application in 405 Student Services.
* Applications are due by Thursday May 5 to 405
Student Services.

HEWL0VE
MANAGEMENT
(309 HIGH - 2 bdrm. turn.
101 FIFTH 2 bdrm. turn.
824 SIXTH 2 bdrm. lurn.• 1
{• LAUNDRY FACILITIES • PRICES AVAILABLE FORf
I • MAINTENANCE MEN
GROUPS OF 3 & 4.
• FREE HEAT

352-5620
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-NONOT THAT
INFAMOUS BAR
IN LAUDERDALE?!!
THS BUTTON COULD SAVE
YOU FROM SOCIAL HOLOCAUST-

INTRODUCING, THE NO-HERPES BUTTON!!
WHATS THE FRST QUESTION YOUflE "~ •«D
AT THE BAR» WRONG- ITS "DO YOU
E
HERPESr WELL ANSWER WTTH THE BUTT UN,

-HELL NOBETTER GET ONE FOR YOUR FRIENDS, TOO.
SEND$1.50/BUTTON,
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER,
TO: OINTMENT DOES NOT WORK
9th FLOOR
BASNEY & SMITH BUILDING
15126 BEECH-DALY
REDFORD, Ml. 48239

s
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Z]%£ BG diamond nine sweep Irish
tporU reporter

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor
Bowling Graen laftflaldar H.J. Smith (11) slld*<t aafaly Into homo In tha first gam* of yaatarday'a Falcon awaap ovor
Notre Dama. BQ teammate Larry Paszklawlcz watches aa ND catcher Phil Dingle awaits the late throw.

Don't be surprised that while driving past the University golf course
you see some linkaters wearing hard
hats or carrying their nmhrriuu over
their heads.
The reason for this oddity is quite
simple In that the coarse Is past the
outfield fence at Bowling Green's
SteUer baseball field and the Falcons
have been slugging home runs onto
the fairways, making the game of golf
even more difficult, if not dangerous.
Yesterday's two game sweep of
Notre Dame was no exception as one
long ball aided BG to a 4-1 victory in
the first game and two more were
added in a 7-2 win in the nightcap.
In game two Falcon left fielder Otis
Baty timed his first homer of the
season "grandly" as the bases were
loaded making his tremendous shot
over the right field fence a four-run
blast to give BG a comfortable W
third inning lead.
"He's a good hitter," Falcon head
coach Ed Platzer said about Baty.
"He hasn't seen much playing time

Softball team takes two from Buckeyes
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

Yesterday was a day of firsts for
Bowling Green's Softball team.
•For the first time this season the
Falcons won a double-header and
they did it against the Big Ten's Ohio
State.
•For the first time this season BG
won by shutout. The Falcons did it In
the second game by a score of 7-0.
•For the first time BG had the
hitting it needed to support the tough
pitching that has been received all
seasonlong.
•Finally, according to coach Sandy

Haines, her girls have, for the first
time, shown that they have the confidence needed to win
The confidence became evident
when the Falcons showed the Buckeyes what the Mid-American Conference had to offer by coming up with a
3-2 victory in the opener and the
shutout in the second game.
The shutout would not have been
possible without the fine pitching effort of Patty Konczak. Konczak surrendered only seven hits and was
never in any danger of giving up any
runs. Her record currently stands at
4-2-1.
BG'S FIRST and only needed run

PRE-JOURNALISM
MAJORS
JOUR 300 is open for
the Summer Session
for prerequisites, then
apply for class by filing
closed course card with
School of Journalism
Main Office

LSAT
GMAT

13131261 -LSAT
University Test
Preparation Sarvic*
the lest Specialists

PEUGEOT

s

QUALITY FROM
FRANCE

PULrCC"
ate shop
131 W woodcr Street

omens Green, Ohio 4340S

59. *
SWEATS
REG
SALE
$12.95
$9.95
$10.95
$7.95
$9.95
$7.95

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
REASONABLE RATES

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
i ONE & TWO BEDROOM APTS. FURN/UNFURN

WE PAY HEAT
TRASH PICK UP WATER AND CABLE
FULL TIME MAINTENANCE SERVICE,
ON SITE MANAGEMENT
SWIMMING POOL - LAUNDRAMATS
LOW SECURITY DEPOSIT
RATES START AT $98.75 PER PERSON
PER MONTH ON A 4 PERSON LEASE

I
II

13 COLORS
GREAT
SELECTION

LAKE ERIE SPORTS. INC.
mmmim

m

The opening game was not as easy
for BG as the women had to comefrom-behind in the bottom of the seventh. With nobody out the Falcons'
Wright wasted little time by drawing
a base on balls.
Karen Cepik brought Wright home
with a triple and became the winning
run when outfielder Kathy Fisher
singled. Barb Nelson picked up her
second victory on the mound against
seven defeats but has completed eight
of them.
"I had known all along that we had
a good team," Haines said.
I

Bowling Green's women's track
team finished second over the
weekend in a home quadrangular
meet
BG's Laura Murphy set a school
record in the 800-meter run with a
time of 2:11.8, tying for first in the
race. Fellow distance runner
JoAnne Lanciaux won the 3000-meter run with a time of 10:15.
Falcon Heidi Asmus won the high
Jump with a leap of S'8".
Falcon coach Pat Brett was
pleased with the team effort, noting that once again bad weather
hindered them. Last Saturday's

COME OUT TO 400 NAPOLEON RD.
SEE WHAT WE HAVE. UNITS AVAILABLE
ON PALMER, ENTERPRISE, SUMMIT AND
NAPOLEON RD.
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 10-4
Sun. 1-5
Phone 352-9135

Carousel
■ Beauty Shop

IN THE fifth inning of the first
game Smith cracked a two-out, tworun home run over the centerfield
fence to add to a two-run first inning
for a 4-1 victory.
Freshman Carl Marow pitched the
entire outing for his first collegiate
victory while allowing lust three hits
and striking out four ND batters.
"I like what I've seen so far"
Platzer added about the rplay of bis
Falcons, now 21-6 overall. 'We've bad
good defense. . . they turned some
big double plays today. And it's not
Iust one or two guys coming through
or us, it's a number of them getting
some big plays and big bits."
BG hasn't beaten ND (now 12-20
overall) since 1979 and has been swept
three straight times in that period.
Today the Falcons travel to Dayton
for two with the Flyers.

wind made it especially difficult on
the runners.
"The weather certainly hasn't
been with us," Brett said,"if It
hasn't been the cold, snow, or rain,
it's been the wind.
"I'm very pleased with the progress and improvement we've
made so far," Brett said, "but still
more Improvement is needed before the MAC meet in three
weeks."
Ohio University won the meet
with 74 points, followed by BG with
S3, Bali State with 24, and Miami
with 23.

$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

with coupon
Expires 5/3/83
Various Braiding Styles Available

RENTALS
Summer & Fall

call or stop in
for complete listing

Greenbriar, Inc.
(Maurer Green)
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

SKEDKEN
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COACHES SHORTS $17.95
$12.95
,
GYM SHORTS & T-SHIRTS
$1.00 OFF
ALL JACKETS REDUCED
MANY IN-STORE SPECIALS
SWIM WEAR - 25% OFF
RACQUETBALL RACQUETS & TENNIS RACQUETS 30% OFF
MC/VISA

rity runs in the the fourth and sixth
innings when an RBI double by designated hitter Smith drove home shortstop Jerry Drobnick, who opened the
Inning with a single to right.
In the sixth Tedesco smashed his
sixth home run of the season to cap off
the seven-run outing for BG in the
second game.
ND got their two scores in the sixth
off of a Rick Chryst solo homer and an
RBI double by Jim Dee.
Larry Seeright started for the first
time this season on the mound for the

140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800

ALL SHOES IN STOCK REDUCED 20-50%

ur/(/1C4

BO'S BRIAN Radanovich started
the third stanza fireworks going with
a double to left and was followed by
teammate Joe Tedesco's single to
right Third bagger Rusty Krugn sent
Radanovich home with a liner to left
for a 1-0 advantage over the Fighting
Irish. A base on-baus to first baseman
Doug Spees loaded the bases for Baty'sheroics.
The Falcons added two more secu-

Falcon women tracksters second

NEXUS

(419) 35S-6S64

THREE DAYS ONLY - APRIL 28, 29, 30 - BIG SAVINGS

RUSSELL HOODS
RUSSELL CREWS
RUSSELL PANTS

Falcons to post one of his bestperformances ever, according to Putter.
Seeright hurled five and one-third
innings and only gave up two hits
while striking out three Fighting Irish
batters.

special offer

nvs ino-aaddiu

CUSSES NO* lOHWiM,
Sicilians HUD »f>HROUND
^Dearborn • Ann Afbof • Livonia
fcaal Lanamg • Troy • ToferJo

came in the fifth inning when Amy
Wright led off with a single and Sandy
Krebs followed with a sacrifice fly to
bring home Wright
The Falcons then exploded in the
sixth with six runs. What really
pleased Haines about that inning was
a double by Ronnie Miller to send
base runner Mary Bramschrieber
home from second. Miller finished the
day with three hits and collected a
pair of hits against Defiance on yesterday.
"Ronnie has really come through
for us," Haines said. "I am very
pleased with her performance today."

because he's behind (regular left field
starter senior H. J.) Smith. But he's
Just a Junior, so his time will come."

522 E. WOOSTER

SUMMER
RENTALS

• 2 Bedrooms

516 E. Merry, Ridge Manor
Frazee, Field Manor
$175.00-225.00 & Electric

• 1 Bedroom
many locations
from $150/month

• Efficiencies sioo/momh
CALL US 352-0717
Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

FALL J3 EMPLOYMENT PROCEDURES
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM OFFICE

SUNDAY,
AUGUST
28TH
3 to 5 p m

WORK STUDY JOBS POSTED.
All Students awarded WorkStudy will obtain referrals
for Work-Study jobs only

SUNDAY,
AUGUST
28TH
6 to ? pm

REGULAR JOBS POSTED:
Any student interested in
work may sign up for a
time to pick up 2 job
referrals, during the first
week of class on Mon.Wed.-Fri.

After the first week of class, jobs will be
posted on Tuesdays and Thursdays throughout the semester at 8:00 a.m.

THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
Graduate Students and Faculty
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month
including heat and hot water. A quiet place maintained exclusively for graduate students, faculty,
and very mature undergraduates.
Undergraduates
841 Eighth Street: Only one apartment left for
fall. Two bedrooms from $230 per month.
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students.

Faculty and Staff
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month.
Four months free rent. 12 month lease only.
Unquestionably the best apartment value in B.G.
Two bedrooms; bath and one-half. The new
Manville Manor is worth looking at.

Make ua an offer for your
summer apartment.
We're open from 11:00 to 7:00 Weekdays and from
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment.
Call Jon Mossey at 354-3951 or 352-2791.
Stop by our model at 755 Manville!

Noncmun Ural Kstatt* ( omparu
HIIIIM I! \i,l A \1 \\ VI.I \1l \ I

354-3951
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Commission says schools mediocre

Oberlin College student
most recent town death
OBERLIN, Ohio < AP) - This college
town has seen deaths by fire, starvation and strangulation within the past
nine months, and the police chief says
there are just some things a town
can't control.
"You know, things are going to
happen in peaks and valleys, and now
It's our turn," Chief Robert Jones
said. "There are certain things you
can control and cant control.'
The latest Oberlin tragedy was discovered early Sunday morning, when
Grace Austin, a 21-year-old Oberlin
College coed, was found strangled in
her bed in her college suite.
Her boyfriend, Sean Culmer, 20,
tried to hang himself and was in Allen
Memorial Hospital yesterday in police custody. He is to be arraigned on
a murder charge.
On July 9, 1982, William Hawkins
died when fire struck his home. His
daughters, Lora and Diana, later
were convicted of setting the fatal
blaze.
On Sept. 14,1962,3-year-old Chalcedoney Morgan was found starved to
death in the back of her parents' car

in Oberlin. Her parents, Henry and
Juanita Morgan, later wen convicted
of involuntary manslanchtor and
child endangering.
SEVERAL COLLEGE groups held
meetings Sunday and Monday to
squash a wealth of rumors surrounding Austin's death, James Lubetkin, a
college spokesman, said.
Lubetkin said college officials were
concerned with how to get correct
information about the incident to students, faculty and staff.
"Our primary concern on campus is
not that situation, but rather bow
people on campus will react," he said.

tarj 27. 1983
Hera— Fees tonight in 320
Math/So at 7 30 p m sponsored by
Atttn Shales Program

Dedans are reminded to check
the* on-csmpus maeboxss St Mossley Hal by May 8 5pm

Are you taking the June LSAT.
QMAT. or ORE? It* not loo Mo lo
prepare CAI Stanley H Kaplan EduceBOnal Center 538-3701

LOST AND FOUND

ATTENTION OCfeM. ROAATERS
WELL ITS THE END OF ANOTHER
SUCCESSFUL YEAR OF PARTYING
HOPE NEXT YEAR IS JUST AS
SUCCESSFUL THANKS AGAIN TO
P.J. BUY. BAMER AND MARTY
FOR THE GERBAS AND THE VWLD
TMES SEE YOU NEXT YEAR. GET
PSYCHED FOR QERBIL ROAST 84
YA OOTTA LOVE GERBrL ROASTS

Lost: Whet Jacket with blue trsn and
1 dorm key on en tzod key ring.
Please eel 372-5321
Reward, lor pst w/ 0 rhlnestones (3
oval and 3 round) One/ costume
tawoAary but has Isrge sentimental
value CAI 2-3938
Lost st Most St 4 21 dark grey wool
pea cost w/lgMr in pocket Brand
name Lany Lewvs. Sentxnentel value
No cues asked Reward Pleeae cat
372-4807
LOST THURSDAY APRIL 21 AT
UPTOWN OFF-WHITE JACKET
PLEASE RETURN NO 0UEST10NS
ASKED BARB 362 5918
SIDES

SERVICES OFFERED
ROLLER SKATE RENTAL
PURCELL S BIKE SHOP
352-8284
TUTOflsVGBasic Math. Algebra. Engash and Reading Cat alter 8 p m

674 3348
Need Someone to wetch your cat tor
the summer? We'd Ike some company for our summer ept end we'd be
glad to cat-att from now urns tea Cel
372-5157
Mufflers netasedlow aa $1095
Wei meet or beet any written eet>
mele Don't pay more"1 Cel 3541278 lor FREE setmalal BG Mutflsr
Career 11055 BowSng Orsen Rd
TUCKER TYPItto
Papers 76' dtp nsaumea
Apptcseon letters ll 50 lo set up.
50-ee aOOXonel ongmel
Nancy 352 0809
PERSONAL
USA. SHIPPING POINT
14* S. MAIN
ACROSS FROM MACYB

HM—F
SEND YOUR FAVORITE SENIORS A
GRADUATION SCROLL MESSAGE
M THE BO NEWS. FRIDAY. APRIL
29. DEADLINE WED 4-27 HURRY!
UMfTED NUMBER

ACROSS
1 Place lore boat
S Scalawags
11 Triumphant
sound
14 Word ol refusal
15 Mohammedan
niter
16 Magic spell
17 Magicians
word
19 Champ ol boxing
fame
20 Right-turn signal
21 Copies
22
Park. N J.
24 Harts
25 Haphazard
26 William Lyon
—, noted
educator
28 Mont
31 Scene ot eruption,
1802
32 Curtain material?
33 Hearty's oartner
37 Stage magician
40 Uncle and others
41 Pro
oubllco
42 Words meaning
"familiar with'
43 In a cold manner
45 Turn
46 Greek Island in
theN Aegean

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Data Upeaon would ate to oongrtuMa me wvmers of the Annual Soror
Hy True Rack
IslDeeeZeta
2nd Gamma PM Beta
3rd Alpha CM Omega
SpH At— d-Oaka Zees

Al sweet lope J11 00
Select snorts t bsseosl
starts 50% otl
Locker Room. 109 N Main

AlltNltUH: SALES CUM MEMBERS: Awards banquet. Wed.. AprM
27.19U from S:00-1t :00 p.m. In the
Team Room el the Union.

JTM -HAPPY 7 MONTHS. ONLY 8
MORE TO OOI THANKS FOR Aa
THE TALKS BUT MOST MPORTANTLY FOR BEING YOU I LOVE
YOUII TO BAD WE CANT HAVE
SNOWSTORMS M THE SUMMER.
I'M SURE OOMO TO MBS THEM
LOVE ALWAY8 T.W.

Nowteso

SALE-SALE-SALE
Riddel. Mara, Wtarm
Adidas shoes
40% otl Locker Room
I09N Main
SAVE »» ON ALL MERCHAHDMEI BOOKS, BACK PACKS,
QLASSWARES, T-SHIRTS, AND
MUCH MORE. TWO DAYS OF SAVtWOA. AFtal 21 AMD M AT BSX.
SBX pays top prices for your used
texts Sal your books back and have
extra cash for summer' Buy beck
hours 9-5:30 pm MOT fn 9 5 00
onSAI

■>......

IKMIA CHI BEER BLABT
SAT. APRIL 30, apm-12pm
HE. COtatlOelS, STROHS AND U.S.
TOBACCO CO. WE'LL SEE YOU
THERE
Sigma Mas, Thanks tar all your
hoeprteUty she. Hie bate race
Theft what biuthsihoud It ell
about. The brothers ot Skjma PM

JEFF, HAPPY aWTHOAYI I MOPE
THH It YOUR MST MRTHOAY
EVtRt I LOV1 YOUI stkeAT-

Ssjds end Dude The and * nmt. it't
not too Ma. to learn that Tak-Tek ■
from out of state

Unce. Congnsmsellone on your pre
angagamont to bat We're very happy
for youl Lose. Shortat. Come and
Judy P.S. Just wsA ■ your Bachet>

Soup. Salad t Bread St 76
11 am-3pm
DAILYII
SAME'S
■potting Oocdt Bale
Shoes Iponsweis Reuueslt.

cleee as csmews can oswy pay M50
». Pleeee cell Beth 3J2-

I dayt only 2e-2v-30th.
Lelta Erie Sporta, Inc.

FAaaBONS
. Ill I

tTACEY, JOHN, MTZI. DUANE,
USA. JOAN. TOM, KAREN, CLEO 1
MARK, CONGRATULATION* ON
YOUR INITIATION INTO DELTA
AtOMA Pll YOU GUYS WERE A
GREAT PLEDGE CLASS. HAVE A
I LRR» IC etll—TR. LOVE, KIM.

ST.
Mooia home. 3n.No! Campus
Low lot rant Part turn . Aval in Aug
S3500 Ph 372^)258 or 364-11 91

evee

Ren Ceetee, Marty Cromble, Jeff
Oesta. dreg Herrlman. Jerry Kodel,
•en Market. Frank Tnmharrt, Jay
Yaenkks, eed all ate Uflere tar
eeanlng the DU eat a race. Dent
werry, In a taw store days you guys
wM be sole to walk again' The
bntatenielBaassePMaaMlon-

^__^

^^

STOP BY KAUFMANS, 183 S MAIN
ST FOR YOUR NATIONAL TAVERN
MONTH CALENDAR—<HECK
OUT THOSE SPECIALS

NEXT—TO—NEW SHOP
Ckxrang 1 houeewaree prtced tow
Open Tuaa. 104pm t Frl. t-7pm

*«ft^a«W'r»1'*°''

r-28% off
Thurs. - Frl. - Set.
Lake Erie Saorta. tec

Oopal We Quoted! las SaajeCon
grehaaeons on mekrig top 6 tor gree*
goooam Rabei rJecoenv>ihsriks for
istiieaeieisj us tor BUB Quean. You
both oM us PROUD Love at AOT,
yourKOs"
PIpeseAeatitAsjajs

CnaSe Stxp Jobs' Great sicome potentM. al occupaaona For ntormshtm cat 802-837-3401 Ext 858

13 Truism
18 Prlnc* HouaMln'g
magic (ranaport
23 Works magic
24 Protection from
deviltry
25 Indian princess
28 Abbrs. In musk)
27 Queen ol the gods
28 Basic, lor snort
29 Like the sea
30 Trademark
32 Golden call, lor
one
34
glrll
35 Boodle
36 Gaelic
38 Sacredbtrdof
DOWN
Egypt
Synonym lor
30
for comfort
35 Down
44 Convincing
Spot to* a kswel
45 Stormed
Anent
46 Extols
Sen. ota.
47 Follow
Words with land 48 Had In mind
or sea
49 Talk Idly
West Pointer
51 One ol those
Sound ol sorrow 52 Undiluted
Marble
53 Place lor Middle*
Kind ol participle:
Abbr.
Abbr.
54 Erstwhile ruler
Supernatural
57 Society page
curer
word
Land
MAirnyVIPs
Salutation
58 Map abbrs

Students Summer Jobs
Statewkte |ob sights Earn 15000
ns summer ir 00 to atari We* si
reer.tjwa May 314 Campus Room
Student Union Times 8:00. 10.00,
12:00. 2:00 S 4:00 Start sttor

Sale Sale Sale
Sweet pents Reg $8 95-10 95

• • ISA LAST CHANCE PARTYI • ■
WHEN APRIL 28
TIME 8.00 P.M.

Swopie-Ya juat gotta love thoee tun
couplee' Chi O formal M grset'
Cheryl.
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Vkau Shermen phoned to check up on
DavM 4(24/83 The medium • the
msssegs Your secret B) sale w/me.
Etc
vyHTTNEY-CONGRATS ON BREAK
INQ THE SEVEN YEAR FAMK.Y TRADmONI
LOV€-JAN-JAN
AND
OES.
LAST CHANCE
Keep the IM2 tsoebaa aeal neHvel
Buy a IH2 Fakson Marching Bend
aMaae lor only 15.00 Cell 1714420
atker 4:00 p.m. or come to S11
Ofli.houer Wsel M pereen.
Wanted experienced bebyeWer for 2
boys - 1 1/2 and 4 1(2 yrs Mon..
Wed. Frl in June and Jury CM 3642015
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
CALL JaMlS*-7»11
vokaiteera needed for summer
Wood County Humana Society Cel
352-7339 Between 10-2
2nd St Apt to lubllttl for fst.
Pleeee cat 364-3100 Wl help with
eecurtty depoalt

WANTED
Desperately needed F. roommate tor
summer S90vmo. 352-4225
F looking for pace to slay entire
summer Own bedroom
Cel 372-5764 Jsanofte
F. mature, non-errtoker, wentod for
the summer CM 352-2055 before 1
pm. or after 10:30 pm.
F. RMMTE NEEDED FOR 83-64
SCHOOL YR ArC. DSWHR. 2
BORM. 2 FL. BATHS. CABLE TV,
FREE HEAT. PLUS MUCH MORE!
CALL 364-3006
F RMTE NEEDED FOR 83-64
SCHOOL YEAR (NON-SASOKER)
FANTASTIC r^RrttSHED APT. NEXT
TO CAMPUS FREE HEAT' FREE
CABLE A MOVE CHANN&.' MANY
EXTRAS INCLUDED' FOR MORE
ttFO. CALL NOW! Kan 352-1074 or
Path/ 372-3011.
F. tuummsas naadsd tor aummer.
InexpensAie. Close to campue Cel
352-4884 efstt 9.
M. RMTE NEEDED FOR 83-84
SCHOOL YR (FURN LUXURY APT)
ArC, DSWR. 2 FULL BATHS, CABLE,
HEAT, A WATER PAID. REDUCED
RENT, PLUS MUCH MORE CALL
362-1237.
Need one person to lutlissi 3-bdrm
haute for aummer end or fel. Own
beOoom-rseerjnsea ram end ueWlee
CM 364-2248, aek for Choffl
WaM Den'i akan a leeee yeti Need:
I L rmtee- Mr 6*44 eeheel yr
Reeeoneble rant. Very close to cemaus. Cel 17KMS7. We're lea end

M orF lo sublease 2 com. 2 bthrrn
apt tor summer Rent negotiable'
Paula 364-1693. CM tnyema

TOLEDO RETAILER seeking students mtetetted m seang part time
aummer 1 FM CAI Co Op Office
3722451
Waterfront Dvector and Out-Of-Camp
Trip Oeeotor Require uleeaving t
Fist Aid CerHflcetlon Prefer WSI A
Coeage Graduate for private camp
with 110 gata si Notthwaei Ml on
cotorful Eh Lake with exceeent tec*
lea Wrtle CNppewe TrM Camp
RouM f I Box 330 Rapt) City. Ml
49878 ot cel (8161 322-4242.
Horseback riding instructors tor sum- mar camps 12 posfttona aval S80110/wk. paja room end board. Cel
(513) 683 5767 evontnga
Student to Suoeviee 11 yr boy 2 or 3
atternoona a week. Starting June 6 or
or June 13 unel Aug 26 Prefer L 0
or EMR mafcx Excaesnt pay 352
7143 allot 4.
SUMMER JOBS
LARGE NATIONAL COMPANY HAS
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE IN
MANY MAJOR CITIES M OHIO
TWELVE WEEKS GUARANTEED
1200 A WEEK AND UP FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL. 352-0946
FROM g AM-1 PM. ON THE
FCXJ.C1WIN0 DATES: TUESDAYAPRS. 28 AND WEDNESOAYAPRS, 27 ASK FOR MR MARTI
Summer and Permanent lobs for students. Men and Women. HIGH PAY"
Rocky Mountain area resorts ceMd/conatructlon Some provide housing.
Experience not necessary CM anyerne [303)896-2642

FOISALE
Ahentkx. ttudante-Wtiy rent anything of vttee towards down payment ee stebws htmss. Cell ooAect
■aeotdere laAettl.
hdfeeard 175 or beet offer. Dawn
11H117.
Classic '69 Cougar Good condition,
rebua 361 engine w/27.000 ml'
New M tuspenslorvln orakee. CM
John 352 7666
ENGAGEMENT RING AND VrEDOMQ
BANDS FOR 8ALE. SI 50 36346611
FOR SALE
A COUCH
FOR SALE
CAI 362-3856. Aek lot Cherl or Tins
For Sett 1974 Ford QAkury. Beet
offer, Cathy 362-3091
GRADUATION SALE
STURDY HK3H QUALITY WNETTE
SET, 4 CHAIRS W(2 LEAVES. LIKE
NEW-MUST SELL, 135 or BEST
OFFER. ALSO COUCH-OOOO
CONDITION II 5 I CHAIR 17 CALL
363-7346 NoW
WVESTasTNl

i«
ii

1 bdrm apt evM 2 parsons for S3
84 year. KeHene 362-7097

Mutt SM: Men'a Lo-Speed Bke,
Beat Wler 362-6372.

HELP WANTED

Pok Audto Speekara. Model 7B
1310 Phae Linear pre-smp model
4000 sense 2-1460. MuM teel
372-1664

CRUSE JOBSI S1 4 128.000 CartAssn. Hewsa. World OM tor Guide.
Directory. NteattlMl. 1 916-722ittt EM BowlOrean

Retrig holds 3 6 caeee of Beer Mht
COM 1130 or Oder. Rues 3627B07.

n

M

as

"

Earn S6O0 or mors seen school year
FktxaHa hours Monthly payment for
placing potatra on cesspua. Bonus
beeed on reeust Prir.ee awarded aa

wel. BOO-626-0683

I"
"
*

The SO Newa needa
DEPENDABLE
eerty a.m asseaaTf. people
Fell Semeeter 1141
Own Tranaportatton
Apply 104 Unit. HMI

118 ear em ill! epr. can ooSect.

^

1

Exotic Mela Dancers
for eN occselons
SsKhlotetteruredMeS
H-Sat 14, eher I pm
352-2M4 ask tor PhH

Wanted: Mate end Female etudonte
needed to ■ apartmenla and houses
for 63-84 school year 362-7386

"
"

•1

-

11

M

*
N

1

ii

H

m

V

1

DtaTeMSAfl rTOOOGHQM...

Hey! 3 gets need a female roommate
for next year Onset apsrtment-Cloae
lo CempueCAl SOON" 372-1209
or 372-4610.
2 F rmtee wanted tor B9-S4. Ntoa 2
bdrm. apt for 3 gtta S78 34(month
ph 364-2892

DULY IMOSSWORD Pll Z2IE
-

Freeman, 24, doesn't own a dog or
cat and doesn't know why the animals
follow him.

"Sometimes I pet them," he said.
"But if you pet one, you have to pet
them all or they get jealous. And I
never feed them."
He says the parade is a bit embarrassing, but that's not his only complaint:
"I just wish I could put a satchel on
their backs and let them help me
carry mail."

The Perfect GHt la Herat

000 MAY M A MTA, BUT
"OTHER NATURE CAME THROUGH
FOR DUI

Halp wanted' Come bring your homi
For thooe students washing to be a
pert of the 1983 FALCON MARCH
«G BAND or the ATHLETIC BAND.
i csl 372-2181 (Eat 16) tor

"When I first started the route (IT*
years ago), I had to use Mace a couple
of times until I found out they weren't
trying to bite me," the mailman said.
"They lust want to follow me. They're
all my friends."

Pre-Reg Needs Youl
The 1963 Summer Pre-Regetratlon
Staff Is now accepting appecatione
from those Interested si volunteering
thee tans It * a great opportunely to
meet the new students A lo develop
your Interpersonal skits Each volunteer wd be entitled to one free meal
tor each day worked Pre-RegKIratton runs from June 27-Jufy 22 If
slierested you may sign-up in 405
Student Services Any Questions csl
372-2843
RACOUET STRtnVjsWO M.50
LOCKER ROOM, 111-7107

Happy Hcur-Hoaday km
Everyday, al day MTV
Every Nsjht. Al Ntjts.

Conorelvkvkona la the Sk) Ep t*a

The document drew immediate
praise from virtually every quarter of the $215 billion-a-year American educational enterprise. But
many leaders questioned where the
money would come from to carry
out suggested reforms.

Students CM
234-1 BOO. 2265633 Summer Jobs, earn 15.000
the aummer $7 20 to Mart. Intervlewa. Campus Room-Student Union.
May 31 4 66

Rand Lee-You ox) great on the steer
mg commNte for greek week and the
greek ertg was fanteatlc AOT. Your
Kappa Delia Sisters

LOTS OF NEW
AT JEANS N'

"We have, in effect, been committing an act of unthinking, unilateraleducational disarmament."
The panel - including college
presidents, high school principals,
scholars and others - addressed its
unanimous 7,000-word report as

The brothers cJ PI Kappa Alpha woukl
Ike to thank the alalera of Delta
Gamma for last week's enktyabie
cookout.

Gnsduenon « toon to come
Send Baeoont ( Have tome Fun
The BtsYjonmen 352-8081

Congratulations Dona Gemmae for
another greet year, leth Fried! for
being let VKe-Pree«lent of PanhM.
Leers Zimmerman sod Cindy Smflh
on your panhel cabinet positions. Last
Terrell on your election as USO
rsorseentatM. Keihy Mttriahwar 4
leth CoMst lor being selected tntp
al Greek Whoa Who. Leeee Parker
for making 1983-84 cheeratadeig
squad, Ksthy Dunseen for making
puiaiMetHa. and Judy task wed
and the Me Team for a fine lob
CorseMuaaeont el Twelve Oilsnlaltori
Leaders and the biggest coogrstuia
tone go to our SENIORS We know
you W al DO 0000 si Ihe future.

David Pierpont Gardner, the
panel's chairman and president of
toe University of Utah, said the
report documented "a fundamental deterioriation in the preparedness of people both for work and for
(higher) education."

Prepare tor the October MCATCktsses beginning May 28 and June
IS. RegMar early, Cat Stanley H.
Kaph Educational Center
5303701

EARN »600 OR MORE EACH
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE HOURS
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLACtvG
POSTERS ON CAMPUS BONUS
BASED ON RESULTS
PRIZES
AWARDED AS WELL
6O0-526-08A3

Atleneon Kaeh 1 Aloe So, you think
you 1 be gradual! 171 (PseudoOraduete for you Al) What a long haul, but
who could aver forget a giraffe itemed
Abdul-The ever temparanvtntjl Bore
a Baby 3 am eels from Ond. Texas,
C-Town. or Aaarsa-Thursday regret
at uptown-memorable data partlee
and ondeata cats from 'Your Man
etc. etc. Take care and keep reachtig high, for you belong st the topi
Evan though 'Stevte fecks' ehvays
says- irs staler react or famine.
remember, the best Is yet to come

48 Oom
(tuba
sounds)
SO Lay
(flop)
51 Tenor, baritone)
and baaa
52 Crackpot
55 Private's org.
56 Bewitching one
60 Horse color
61 Nullify
62 He spent "Two
Tears Before the
Mast"
63 Coffee or tea
64 Tried
65 "First
I've
Been...''

1

On some days, up to 14 dogs - from
dachshunds to Great Danes - follow
him, wagging their tails and acting
like they're in a parade.

Dees Upokgn would fte to oongrstulets Ihe wsiners ot the 33rd Annual
DU BkeRece:
1st Sigma Phi EpeSon
2nd Sigma Nu
3r0 Sigma Alphs Epeson
Spts«.»TshHk<cMoy (again)

a«s Sheas AA Sea
rente-l7.es
Lake Erie Sporte. Inc.

OrgitlulliMl meeting lor ltd
Fas Women's Cross Country Team.
3 30 Wed Apr! 27 si Track Offices
SW comer ot etacejm

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Keith Freeman has a problem many mail carriers would envy: The dogs along his
route have formed a fan club and
escort him on his appointed rounds.

Dear Meat: Thanks tor Hie great Ome
Thursday night at ths Dak Fly-Mel We
dW1 get lo go to Boston and you
didn't ewer* shirts. But I had fun
anyway'! Love, Unas
PS Would
you oks set lor en Atohe CW7W

American Marketing AaeocktNon
Membership Drive Apr! 20-27 Sign
up today rt ths BA biAYJng and get a
$6 discount' Al business meiors are
wetooms to ken.

"OUR NATION is at risk" the
diverse, 18-member commission
declared in its unanimous report.
"If an unfriendly foreign power
had attempted to impose on America the mediocre educational per-

"An Open Letter to the American
People."

formance that exists today, we
might well have viewed it as an act
of war.
"As it stands, we have allowed
this to happen to ourselves. We
have even squandered the gains in
student achievement made in the
wake of the Sputnik challenge," the
Soviet Union's shocking, opening
shot in 1967 of the space race.

Carrier 'dogged on delivery

Lorain County Coroner William
Kishman said Austin's death was due
to strangulation with some device.
Kishman said it was Impossible to
determine from the autopsy exactly
what was used. He said there was no
sign of a struggle.

40- pa ana I1.M lllllll
BOLD TYPt 60- extra tar ad
■mum—I, 25 » 30 apsoas par me
CAssausrcrrv rvdrrs tames k» non-oroat. puMc serves scavaee -a n ineerM
CSSC*. tor *M ana at raguk* rates swrtehsr
Paaosne for as fcasnua m 2 days patera mrsraarm si 4 00 p w Fnday at 4 00 p m eaw
oeemne to. ma Tueedey eaaon
ha so tkxee om». 1*s umereRy Mas

glish, three years each of math,
science and social studies, a halfyear of computer science and, for
the college-bound, two years of
foreign language.
President Reagan summoned education and civic leaders to the
White House later for a briefing on
the report, titled "A Nation at
Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform/'

Teachersi The New

Chief Jones said Culmer was listed
in fair condition with bead and neck
injuries at the hospital yesterday. The
chief said it was not certain when
Culmer would be arraigned.

CLASSIFIEDS

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

WASHINGTON (AP) - America
has squandered a post-Sputnik
surge in the race for knowledge
and committed "an act of unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament" that threatens its very
future, a national commission
charged yesterday.
The scathing report card on U.S.
schools, from first grade through
college, called for tougher standards, longer school days and
higher pay for teachers to combat
a "rising tide of mediocrity."
The National Commission on Excellence in Education called upon
all high schools to emphasize five
"new basics": four years of En-

53

M

Food Servtoe Personnel tor rawest
camp si NW kkchlgen Dates of
emptoyment: 6-10 Thru 8-20-83
wme Crsppeea TrM Camp, Rt I.
Box 330. Rapid City. Mich 49876 or

Car tor aakV7S Caprice CeHaxo.
Excel cond. No rust. No protxeme.
must aM tamed. CM 372-1848
FiA eke msna gold bag ISO. negcItttae-NEW! 364-2162
1980 Honda CMC S speed AMVFM
radio Very good cwxeaon 3541486 Aratr 6.30 pm
Mctwthome 1974. 12x60. 2 bdrm
SXOM
cond Good Invsjstmant at

CM (618) 322-4242

S6600 362-6808

M-A-8-H8 0VER
and m 2 mot so • ths 6243 school
year. Do you have a aummer tob yet?
I entires' company hat eeveral poettkme avej tor BO akjdems ■ you're
hardworking 1 don't mmd travel, send
a ia« tddrillld env A pnons t to
PO Box 103. BG OH 43402

For Baal' couchee, aktreo coneoka. 2

I. CM 362-6790.

nit—it. Meek A ekmai. Asksxs)
11214.00 wM ai|l>lll Sprteg It
here! CAk Ted M SA$48ei.

Is ■ free, complete Instructional package
to halo laach high school student! thalr
tax rights and responsibilities Including
how to prepare a tas return. The redesign'
course can be used In math, economics
civics, history, business and vocational
education classes Contact youc IRS office

FOUtENT
CARTY RENTALS
Houses Apsrirratma-Rooma
9 l2monthlassss Summer Rentals
Al neat Campue 362-7366
VEL—MANOR APARTMENTS
Two 2 bdrm. apM. asej. tor FM A
Summer. Lg tvtng rm . kitchen, ceramic bath, air cond A kundry ted
CM 362-2868 for app'1 only
635 411 St Fum . k) . 2 bdrm . bsth
s a halt, dapoesl. gee heat I AC Al
utn IKAS). except ewe 362-7464
before 12:30.
APARTMENTS: 2 BEDROOM
PRIVATE SLEEPIHQ ROOMS
FREE HEAT A CABLE TV
ACROSS FROM HAHSHMAN DORM
LEASES: SUMMER A FALL
OWNED A MANAGED BY BEST
WES I IAN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
Offering unique esntail A ateMttee. 11 yrt. of coorteoua depend
Cell Tom at 1124471 or 112-ta
MST LOCATION IN TOWNI
House tor lubliati for SUMMER
Room tor 4.
CM 352-6910 or 362 2288.
Cheep apt tor rent, dose to Unrv
228 S Coeege 362-8632.
Down RBJ of house A single rooms on
£ Wooeler. across from Roogers
For summer only 352-7385 anyema

or 352-8678 evee
FREE montha rent on our futy lurrxehed sajdto aptikistiila! Completely quiet end private Plenty of
storage Fid kkchen and bathroom
We wnle our kteees to fit your needs
Good location Ctoee to restaurants
and etoree CHAJAMO CROSS APTS

1017 s. Main at. in aiee.
Fum. lowers duplex tor 4 tor aummer
only Ph 362-OB39.
Needed 1 or 2 F for Mey-Aug ept 1
bsV norn CeYnpueV wnfft DOTTTM. nt~
i rent. 364-1869.
Newly teoecetaktd ajwnstski. 2
bdrm. for aummer Only $300 > low
uatata. adjacent campus 364-1753
face efflc. to sublease AvM. now st
$186 A Mac 364-1342 or 3627609
Fum., 4 bdrm. house, school yr. or
yr. lease Aval. June or Aug 36274M before 12:30
I bdrm apt-Clay Street
160Vmo, aval 4/29
Rent free M 6/20
362-4680 or 362-1733
tie uetorBMiJ 1 bdrm unfum. apt.
new tppiancee. Ctoee to campus,
$200/mo. past uOJ $ dap. 1-8333738

Now renting tor 83-84 school year
Houses snd spertments Boggs Reel
EataM 362-9467. 352-3841. 354
1120.
PARTY ROOM AVAABLE
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
US HtOH ST.: 112-9171
CAMPUS MANOR APTS
Bsjhtld Dsxtar'a Apia lor 2. 3. 4
persona 9 1(2 or 12 mo lease
Summer rate S475 for entke summer
session Model open da*y 11-4
352-9302 or 352-7385 evenings
2 bdrm 2 bath apt S345 00 lor M
aummer. Pool, cable TV CM 3527966 trier 6 p m
Fum. t bdrm apt tor tutxeett
1350 summer end ekK AC 11/2
btocka from math ad txog 352

7797
large 1 bdrm. apt. unfum 1300 for
May 16-Aug 15 352-7387
2 bdrm apta for 4 al St 10 each, or
3 M 1140 sach Also. 1 bdrm. sots
A single rooms 9 month leases Near
campus 352-7385
Smew I bdrm house. 12 mo lease
eatreng starting summer Near cam-

put 352-7365
We heve s few rentals sM avsaeble
tor summer and entire school year
CM Titus Beaky 352-6666
1 RENTALS
Esosllsm ralaa on 2 bdrm., AC.
Sartsehsd sots 124 sixth Street.
PAW-aSAA.
GREAT LOCATtON-228 E Wooeler
subaaasa tor summer • 3 bdrm
house Room for 5 No utl ajst rent
and telephone CM 352 4778
First erne aval 1st sksel apts tvM
tor aummer 2 bdrme/unturn 1400
enere summer
352-4380
CM
10 30-2 30 Sunday Thurs
EMc apt dose to campus svM FM.
12 mo lease. 352-3445
VEL MANOR ANNEX
across kom Rogers with Summer
Raise! 3-2 bdrm turn apta. 4 gtrla
ee. apt $260 ee for aummer CM
362-2866 lot apt
FOR FALL 2 bdrm fum ept 1375 3
students Newly fum A carpet
362-2663
1 Bdrm Unfurnished Apt
Deariweeher. Storage, and Pool
AvM Now and FM 352-2276
Futy Fum house w/2 baths, close lo
cempua. Room tor 2-5 people 9 or
12 month ataae
Summer rate
S225/perton For entire aummer
aeeskm 352-1279 sflsr 5 p m
Own bedroom Ova summer and/or
next year Ctoee to campus Unrv
Court Apts 352 0887
AVAl NOW! APRIL PAJD 2 BORM
DUPLEX 1250 Mo 362-0028. 362-

6726

Renting Bummer or IM Eft. 1 bdrm. 2
bdrm. unfum. apM. downtown 3527197.

Fum. eft. utl pd. 2 bks from
campus, reduced summer rate. avM
May I at 287-3896

ROCK LEDOE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm luxury apta 2 U
baths, raehweeher, ArC, cecss vssdn.
exka doeet A storage apace.
Laundry tacaaxsa > atorage cages
Al ISA. turn except eSK.
Now leasing tor Summer A FM.
850 en St al 8. Coeage.
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 362-3841 or
364-1120 OfAce hours 11-3.

1 bdrm. apt. ctoee to cempua Begin
rangFMtorm Ph 1-678-7437

SUB LEAetNO APARTMENT FOR
THE lUataaTR, CLOSE TO CAAtPUS.
A COLLEOE 229, CALL $eS4$$4.
SUMMER RATES $376.00
2 bdrm fum. apM.
Phone 362-2663
They broke the lease *vMr Ion,
never egatit Ntoa 2 bdrm. top of
fioueo, 1/2 c*
tiom cempua
$320(mo bagai. June 362-2278
days. 362-699$ evee.
ThunUtn Manor Apts
Fuly furraened sit mdude AC. cerxe
to. laundry lac Feght next to cempua.
Prtnae Mart M $200/mo 362-5435
Fum 2 bdrm. 4 esjdent house 1
Mock kom cempua. 382-7464 before 12:30.

Large 3 bdrm apt next to campue
» aseflll Summer or FM terrne. Ph
1-678 7437.
138 1/2 N MAM: Large 1 bdrm
ken ept. over downtown business
Ctoee to campus CM Newtove Man
all 362-5620

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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831 7th St. 2 bdrm., fum
pays tor heat. AC. water, aewer
Tenants pay aghtt. For Summer or
FM. niannaflll ratee John Newtove
Reel EetMe. 319 E Wooetar. (near
) 364-2260 or 382-8888.
117 E. tntr CLOM TO CAetPUA
Owh 7 yrs. sU. 1 or 1 adrma.
•sIsjTaTWafllaW eVIWy ss*#y t. {QtWf I Mfl M
AMOTI). CBN NaeWleMRaT saMfawa^sVeWMM

HI 1818,
449-485 S. EttTEIIPRBE. FREE
WATER, SEWER. CABLE TV. 1
bom unfum Lowutatybae Ideal tor
grad student or serious student CM
I 362-6820
404 8. COLLEOE: HOUSE CLOSE
TO CAMPUS ideal tor 3 grad etudents. 2 bdrm. torn CM Newtove
I 3824820.
Large 4 bdrm house. 2 beta.
camniii a lateral tor em
PdvaMbeJrme Cheep Rent CM 3641888
3 bdrm turn house tor 64 people
CM 3634491 kom 6-5. Mon Frl
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Association!
WiTRE RGHTING
FOR VOUR LIFE

